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INT./EXT. NOWHERE - NIGHT 

Flashes of magnetic, hypnotic eyes... sensuous skin on skin, 

an eerie tongue penetrating lips... two hearts pumping 

blood... fang tips... a BLAST of FLAMES... 

Fading into black night with the ROAR of a lone motorcycle... 

INT. DARK APARTMENT - BEDROOM - STORMY NIGHT 

Hot and strangely disturbed in a disorder of bed covers... a 

woman sleeping alone moans, undulates to the erotic horror 

dream of fangs, caressing skin...  She is DIANA VAN HELSING. 

Strewn about are occult paraphernalia... her Dutch and U.K. 

passports, a silver crucifix stiletto. 

She’s entwined with a soul mate... not entirely seen...  a 

love-lust that attracts yet threatens her with an sexual 

snarl...  She desperately grips the air, falls back like an 

angelic soul into the tortured flames and HOWLS of HELL...   

She wakes.  

Lightning flashes make her rising silhouette monstrous on the 

walls, with old books, occult weapons in shadows.   

She gasps in pain.  Raises an antique hypodermic needle with 

veiny glowing fluid.  Jabs herself in her heart.   

The empty needle drops, stabs the floor. 

She doubles over, as if twisted inside.  Falls.  Slides off 

her bed.  A trembling contortion, gripping white sheets. 

EXT. OLD PORT - MONTREAL - NIGHT 

White water churns in the massive propellers of an old Romania 

freighter, a ghostly silhouette gliding into port shadows. 

The ship docks in dark silence.  No one aboard.  A crate 

thumps.  Come closer to listen...  The wood BURSTS open, our 

view speared by SPLINTERS.  In darkness, two red eyes gleam. 

A motorcycle ROARS, leaps at us, headlight blinding.  
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EXT. OLD PUMP GARAGE - LONELY ROAD - NIGHT  

Bloodshot eyes of a fierce Mechanic.  WRENCH name on his biker 

vest.  He threatens with unlit cigar butt, a socket wrench -- 

WRENCH 

I tol’ ya, we’re closed!  Crazy 

motherfucker.  Coffin sidecar...   

The hell you want that for, anyway? 

The dark, handsome FANG smiles.   

FANG 

I’m on a mission. 

(edges closer) 

I need to rest... 

(eyes glow red) 

...in peace. 

His fang tips grow.  Approach with inhuman speed. 

SNARLS.  Flesh rips, gushes red. 

The Mechanic’s hand goes limp.  The wrench drops, CLINKS.  

Blood drips... spots the oil stains on the garage floor.   

EXT. LONELY HIGHWAY - NIGHT 

Fang rides his Harley with a sidecar that looks like a compact 

gothic coffin.  He smiles, rises on the seat of his roaring 

bike, stands in a crucifix pose.  Alluring, demonic. 

FANG 

Lord of Darkness, I’m coming. 

His leather coattails flap like ragged black wings.   

A freeway sign approaches:  LOS ANGELES - 666 miles. 

Greasy Wrench SNARLS in the wind, unlit cigar butt by bared fang. 

Vampire Biker skull on the back of his vest, Wrench rides his 

Terror Trike, three-wheeled Road Warrior Harley packed with 

tools and wicked parts strapped to his cargo trunk coffin.  Its 

shadow flashes on the pavement under a flash of lightening. 
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EXT./INT. OLD BUILDING - OFFICE, TICKING BOMB - NIGHT 

A shadow creeps up the back of a hulking BOMB SQUAD MAN.  He 

sweats over the bomb he’s defusing. 

A hand touches his shoulder.  He jerks, looks over his shoulder. 

BOMB SQUAD MAN 

Get the FUCK OUTTA here!  It’s gonna BLOW 

in nine seconds -- 

FANG 

(smiles) 

I need your help. 

The man snips the wrong wire.  Seconds flash -- 

BOMB SQUAD MAN 

Aw shit... 

Fang bites the Bomb Squad man’s neck -- yanks him back. 

EXT. OLD OFFICE BUILDING - NIGHT 

Police are stunned to see Fang and the Bomb Squad Man in his 

grip SMASH through a window, fly over, just as -- 

The building’s windows EXPLODE with 3D BOOMING FLAMES.   

EXT./INT. HERITAGE UNIVERSITY - SMALL CLUTTERED OFFICE - NIGHT 

A semi-transparent angel caressing air... is a wafting curtain.  

Unseen outside, a guard dog pants, SNARLS...  An OS cat 

CATERWAULS like it’s being ripped apart -- then silence. 

Diana Van Helsing studies an ancient occult book.  Good looking 

in her university teacher glasses, she passionately scans, 

researches generations-old books, many stacked with strange 

paraphernalia in every nook and cranny.  Lights flicker. 

Her eyes shift from an illustration of vampiric fangs.  She 

raises deadly looking scissors.  Cuts newspaper printouts of 

people found dead, mysteriously missing most of their blood. 

She taps her laptop screen.  A red fang mark appears on a map.  

It leads a string of fang marks defining a route she’s tracking, 

from Montreal to New York... through Nevada darkness. 
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EXT. NEVADA - INTERSTATE HIGHWAY - NIGHT 

A coffin floats over the road lit by motorcycle headlights.  

Dark wheels flash by.  A Nevada sign zooms into blackness. 

EXT./INT. HERITAGE UNIVERSITY - SMALL CLUTTERED OFFICE - NIGHT 

Diana packs papers, books, into boxes. 

UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATOR 

... A sabbatical?  Diana, If you’re not here 

to raise interest, your “Occult” course may 

be cancelled.  You may lose your job.   

DIANA 

I’ve got some real work to do. 

Her resolve is clear.  Alone, she turns her back to secretly 

take drugs like an addict, with a medieval needle, whispered 

incantation.  She grips her stomach, convulses, and falling... 

She stares at a black bird cawing, fluttering, spiraling into 

centuries of time... fluttering pages of demonic illustrations 

from an ancient black book, “Satanic Prophecies” slowly 

falling... until Diana’s face thumps onto an image of Vlad 

Drago the Impaler.   Her eyes snap open. 

EXT. HERITAGE UNIVERSITY - PARKING LOT - BLACK JEEP - NIGHT 

The sun hurts her eyes as she exits.  She puts on pitch black 

sunglasses, walks down university steps to her aggressive 

black Jeep.  She glances about before opening the rear hatch.   

Her Jeep is packed with a bizarre arsenal of occult weapons 

and diabolic black magic paraphernalia... sharp wooden stakes, 

silver crucifixes, talismans, what can protect her from Evil.   

She hears demonic whispers, stares as if hypnotized... 

EXT. CONVENIENCE STORE - PARKING - NIGHT 

Two adolescent girls stare, drawn by Fang sensually leaning on 

his Harley.  His smile, sideward glance keeps them hypnotized. 

EXT. HERITAGE UNIVERSITY - PARKING LOT - BLACK JEEP - DAY 

Diana sees Fang appear by his bike.  He eyes her intensely. 
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She tightly breaths, trying to control her emotions, dealing 

with her own inner demonic conflict...  He disappears. 

EXT. CONVENIENCE STORE - PARKING - NIGHT 

Fang looks like he’s still staring at Diana. 

VAMPIRE BIKER WRENCH  (OS) 

“Can she kill the man for whom she feels  

 a heavenly love and hellish lust?” 

Vampire Biker Wrench bumps out of the convenience store, backhand 

wiping blood from his mouth, unlit cigar butt in his fingers.  He 

looks up from the tabloid he’s reading with a fanged smirk. 

WRENCH 

This is tightening my panties. 

He tosses the tabloid aside. The two adolescent girls clutch 

it.  Awed by Fang, they run away terrified by Wrench. 

Wrench grins.  Fang glares like Wrench just scared off prey. 

WRENCH 

What?  There’s more in the store. 

INT. BLACK JEEP - PARKING LOT - HERITAGE UNIVERSITY - DAY 

“Vampire Attack?”... headlines the newspaper clipping pinned 

to the map in Diana’s lap.  Her scarred left hand trembles, 

grips the steering wheel, fingernails turning into claws... 

retracting as she chews a piece of gnarled root.  She 

concentrates, sets her GPS. 

EXT. ABANDONED OIL REFINERY - MAZE - BLACK JEEP - NIGHT 

In her Jeep, Diana’s eyes, pained, narrow.  She spits a bit of 

chewed root.  Night sight increased, she turns to a flutter of 

wings, demonic whispers...  Her nose wrinkles, sniffs.  She 

raises a tape recorder off her antique journal. 

DIANA 

I can smell them.  Like a sweet rot. 

She investigates the creepy dark garage mouth of an old 

building.  Fang suddenly, bodily SMASHES her into a sheet 

metal wall.  He closely breathes the scent of her neck. 
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FANG 

The scent of a soul mate... exquisite. 

He flash-blurs into the depths of the dark building. 

INT. HELLISH SUBTERRANEAN CORRIDORS - REFINERY - NIGHT 

Shadows slip into shadows... whispers echo...  

FANG  (OS - ECHOING) 

I always love... seeing you again. 

In a black leather coat, strapped with dark weapons, Diana 

moves stealthily, in a cat-and-bat pursuit...  But in the dark  

above her, Fang smiles, like a vampire bat stalking a mouse. 

Diana flicks up a silver Glock automatic, BLASTS away at moving 

shadows.  Silver-cross tip bullets 3D ricochet in rafters.   

Her gun clicks empty.  Silence. 

FANG  (OS - ECHOING) 

Did you miss me... Diana? 

She fires her retro-tech spear gun at a fluttering shadow --   

But her wicked silver-blade stake CLANKS into pipes, wooden 

shaft shattering into splinters.  She moves like a panther 

with silver-glinting claws that are silver crucifix daggers.   

FANG  (OS - ECHOING) 

Ninja crucifix shuriken blades?  Nice... 

She whips around, flings the crucifix-star blades that whirl 

flash through dark air, repetitively THUMP into shadowy beams. 

FANG  (OS - ECHOING) 

I almost lost my head over you... when you 

were into axes, and I was, what, Vlad Drago?   

DIANA  (ECHOING) 

Whatever you call yourself now, you’re 

still a shit. 

FANG  (OS - ECHOING) 

Like father, like daughter.  When Professor 

Van Helsing pursued me as Dracula, was it 

homo-erotic?  I don’t miss Abraham...  

like I miss you.  I want you. 
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DIANA  (ECHOING) 

Bite me.  In your dreams, sucker. 

FANG  (OS - ECHOING) 

No.  In your dreams. 

Fang suddenly appears behind Diana, closely grips her. 

FANG 

I could make you an accessory to my 

crimes.  But I want you as my willing 

bride.  Forever. 

DIANA 

Never.  I’d rather die.   

He sees she’s gripping a silver stake to her heart. 

DIANA 

If that’s what it takes to kill you. 

She suddenly twists to stab his chest -- vanished. 

FANG 

That’s the spirit. 

(slow smile, standing off) 

Catch me if you can. 

He leaps onto his Harley with the coffin sidecar.  Diana chases 

on foot.  He swerves --  She leaps for his sidecar --   

He kicks stacked barrels that knock her down to the ground.   

In a darkness behind barrels, Diana jolts awake with a caress of 

daylight, aims her spear gun at a voice, almost spears a 

Maintenance Man who yells scared -- 

MAINTENANCE MAN 

What the hell’re you doing here?!    

She vanishes with a twirl of her black leather coat. 

INT. BLACK JEEP - DRIVING - DAY / NIGHT 

Diana Van Helsing drives, alone, her eyes searching... 

Her Jeep radio emanates something like the bluesy sensuous voice 

of the Cowboy Junkies (Canadian) female vocal, “Breakin’ away to 

the other side / I want to make sense of how you live and die...” 
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DIANA 

(into her journal recorder) 

You go out with a guy, find out who he 

really is.  How do you kill him...  

if he never dies? 

EXT. U.S. BANK - ATM MACHINE - EMPTY STREETS - NIGHT 

Fang silently coasts his Harley into shadow, watches. 

Across the street, a scrawny accountant WALLY GELT approaches 

the bank’s ATM machine.  His eyes are shifty. 

Fang stops from stepping out of shadows, on seeing a -- 

EXT./INT. BLACK SUV - NIGHT 

Two men in dark suits check a laptop picture. 

MAN IN DARK SUIT 

That’s him at the ATM. 

EXT. U.S. BANK - ATM MACHINE - EMPTY STREETS - NIGHT 

Gelt secretively opens a laptop wired to a bank card.  The ATM 

keeps releasing cash he stuffs in his hidden “Gelt” money belt. 

A FLUTTER of bat wings... makes Gelt nervously look over his 

shoulder, fear behind his wire-rimmed glasses.  A newspaper 

FLUTTERS by.  No one’s around.  The street’s dark, empty. 

A shadow slowly covers him... 

MAN IN DARK SUIT  (OS) 

Freeze!  FBI -- 

Gelt’s terrified face is darkened by the shadow of the -- 

MAN IN DARK SUIT 

Wally Gelt.  Renegade accountant, computer 

hacker.  Put your hands together like 

you’re praying. 

WALLY GELT 

I don’t go to church.  And I’m kinda 

busy... 
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MAN IN DARK SUIT 

Right.  Wanted by the IRS for multiple 

fraudulent tax returns.  Side hobby, 

jackpot robbing ATM machines... 

WALLY GELT 

I also have unpaid phone bills. 

He bolts into the night -- breathlessly chased by the two FBI 

agents.  Wiry Gelt elbows a man off his motorbike, ZOOMS away. 

FBI SUV closing in on the side, Gelt is forced to play two-lane 

road-hog chicken with a semi-trailer.  S-c-r-REEE --  KA-BOOM! 

The FBI just find a pool of blood, Gelt’s wire-rimmed glasses 

embedded in the steaming radiator grill of the huge truck.  

A shadowy Fang whisks Gelt’s body away into a -- 

EXT. DESERT - NIGHT 

Fang licks his bloody lips.   

FANG 

Jesus Christ.  You need to wear a helmet. 

He wraps barbed wire around Gelt’s oozing skull to keep the 

pieces together.  Gelt opens his eyes, grimaces with fangs.   

FANG 

I need you... to make discreet withdrawals. 

EXT. STRIP BAR - NIGHT 

Stripper WANDA LUST seems to walk out of her poster as the bar 

closes.  She’s suddenly pushed back against a wall under a 

fire escape.  The pusher is a FEMALE COP, her police bike 

leaning by the sidewalk.  She presses Wanda hard. 

FEMALE COP 

How many times I have to tell ya --   

No more private lap dance hooking. 

The threatening female Cop voluptuously kisses Wanda Lust in 

shadows.  Fang appears behind them. 

FANG 

Sweet, for a little ménage... 
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He wraps the two close women in the shadow of dark wings, 

instantly bites both women’s necks so close to each other. 

EXT./INT. NEVADA - TRUCK STOPS - NIGHT 

Fang’s cult is growing, bite by bite, as he leads Vampire Bikers 

across Nevada... Wrench, Bomber, Gelt, two Vamps on a cop bike. 

Between two semi-trailers, Wanda Lust sensuously strips to music 

like The Cramps’ “Goo Muck” (“When the sun goes down and the moon 

comes up / I’m a night headhunter looking for some head...”)  

Grindhouse dead cool sexy psychobilly with surf grunge guitars. 

Turned-on Truckers hoot “Wanda Lust!” until she strips off 

shreds of her own skin, exposing bloody veiny flesh -- 

Vampires leap over and under the semi-trailers -- feast on the 

Truckers.  Wanda shreds open a Trucker’s neck, gulps blood -- 

WANDA LUST 

My new stage name’s Shredda! 

Snarling with bloody mouths, Shredda and Vamp Cop mount the now 

goth-custom cop bike, ROAR away with the other Vampire Bikers. 

EXT./INT. NEVADA - TRUCK STOPS - DAY 

Diana’s Jeep zooms by, from truck stop to truck stop.  She 

stands before a group of smirking Truckers. 

DIANA 

You see any bikers who bite people,  

one has a sidecar looks like a coffin?  

You smell a sweet rot...? 

Truckers and other people give her weird looks, move away from 

her like she’s got a communicable disease.   

She sniffs... investigates a grotty truck stop washroom,  

graffiti-scrawled on the door, “Woh-man”.   

INT. WASHROOM - TRUCK STOP - NIGHT 

Inside, it’s disgusting.  Diana turns off the light.  Pulls 

out her black-light flashlight.  It reveals splashes of blood 

on the wall and ceiling.  Diana’s eyes reflect blood spraying 

up from a woman’s slashed jugular.   
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Diana’s black-light exposes a bloody lipstick tube on the floor. 

EXT./INT. LEHMAN CAVES, NEVADA - DAY 

Within the giant fanged jaws of a monster, formed by the 

bizarre stalactites and stalagmites of the Lehman Caves... a 

pool of black water stirs with movements of subsurface demons.  

A thin beam of sunlight obliquely cuts the eerie gloom.  Barely 

visible in cave shadows, Fang sleeps in a batwing fetal 

position in the coffin sidecar of his Harley.   

The other Vampire Bikers sleep in their own ways.  Some hang 

upside down with their arms out, strapped to huge stalactites.   

Their wicked looking bikes are parked by the underground pool.   

The spectacular cave drips with eerie limestone formations, 

walls and ceilings with terrifying, deformed shadows... 

The sexy Vamp Cop and Shredda embrace, bathing breast-deep in 

the black pool, sensuously feel demonic palpations underwater.   

VAMP COP 

(gripping her subsurface) 

Cum... with me, Shredda... 

Their eyes glow red, fingers in each other’s hair, kissing with 

sidelong glances to get Fang’s attention.  They’ve got it. 

FANG 

What you’re feeling, touching you below... 

there’s more, much more, to come, in the 

subterranean pools of San Andreas. 

The two voluptuous women rise nude out of the black water, 

approach Fang leaning on his Harley bristling with strange 

chromed devices.  Vamp Cop eyes Fang, reaches to sensually touch 

a phallic hilt on the bike.  Fang shakes his head. 

As soon as she touches the hilt, a “chopper” blade flashes out 

from the Harley, slashes her wrist.  Fang rises tall.   

FANG 

No one touches my bike. 

He grabs Vamp Cop, eyes the beam of light obliquely cutting 

into the dark shadows.  Her eyes widen -- 
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VAMP COP 

N-No...! 

Fang nods to Wrench.  Both grip, pull the wriggling Vamp Cop 

to the beam of light.  Fang grips her bleeding arm. 

FANG 

You will die... 

She shakes her head, terrified.   

FANG  

...if we don’t heal this. 

He forcefully pulls her bleeding arm into the beam of light.  

She contorts, bares her fangs.  Her SCREAMS reverberate...  

as the beam of light cauterizes her sizzling, burning wound. 

EXT. LEHMAN CAVES, NEVADA - HIGHWAY - NIGHT 

Uber-handsome Fang caresses, lustfully eyes the life that 

flows in the veins of the Vamp women in his gang.  No woman 

can resist the spell of his dark, hypnotic eyes...  He cranks 

his Harley radio emanating music like “Lust for Life”. 

The Vampire Bikers kickstart their Harleys, ride after Fang. 

EXT. LONE STAR BAR - PARKING LOT - NIGHT 

A Grimy Criminal eyes the parked Harleys, kicks a yelping dog.   

INT. LONE STAR BAR - NIGHT 

The Grimy Criminal looms, WHACKS his drunken Pregnant Wife, 

attempts to switchblade her belly.  She trips back into 

chairs, gapes “NO...” in fear with a big black eye. 

GRIMY CRIMINAL 

Cain’t even go for a piss, y’awready comin’ 

on to ainy slimy horny toad sits next to ya?  

Say ag’in yer belly growth’s mine? 

He switchblade gores an innocent Drunk for taking his place at 

the bar, for trying to stop him from knifing his wife. 

GRIMY CRIMINAL 

Keep yur slimy hands off mah wife, bird shit! 
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The Bartender leans over his bar counter, looks down in horror 

at the Drunk bleeding on the floor.   

The Criminal’s threatening knife point comes into focus before 

the Bartender’s eye, makes him back off, hands up. 

Fang watches, doesn’t like what he sees.  He’s sitting at a 

table with a couple of his Bikers.  Wrench discreetly licks 

his lips as he eyes the Drunk bleeding on the floor.  Wrench 

rises, is stopped, his arm pulled down to the table by Fang. 

FANG 

His bloodline’s low brow. 

Sitting next to Fang is Bomber, the Bomb Squad guy, ugly 

scarred with window glass cuts.  Wiry scarecrow Wally Gelt 

fingernail picks a louse out of his scrawny beard. 

WALLY GELT 

Lil’ shit was tryin’ to suck my blood!   

He squashes the louse in his palm, licks the spot of blood. 

Fang stares at the Criminal waving his knife before his Wife. 

FANG 

What a gentleman. 

The Criminal SNARLS, whirls around, hulks over to Fang.  

Couple of Criminal Cronies enter the bar, close in. 

FANG 

Isn’t she tired of you, yet? 

GRIMY CRIMINAL 

Naw!  I’m tired a her!   

(glares closer) 

Tell ya what, puke face.  Saw yer hog 

outside.  Nice piece of shit.  We trade.  

My hag for yer hog.  Done deal! 

FANG 

You’re married.  Till death do you part. 

(quietly warns) 

Keep your hands off my bike. 
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EXT. LONE STAR BAR - PARKING LOT - NIGHT 

Fang’s Harley gleams with stylish metal, an exquisite “chopper”. 

The Grimy Criminal drunkenly laughs, hauls himself onto Fang’s 

gorgeous bike.  Snorts and spits toward the bar. 

GRIMY CRIMINAL 

Gennamen, my ass! 

Blades recessed in the handlebars suddenly CHOP his wrists. 

The Grimy Criminal SHRIEKS in unspeakable horror before Fang. 

Wrench and Gelt break the necks of the two Criminal Cronies, 

drag them away for a bloody feeding, seen in wall shadows. 

The SCREAMING Grimy Criminal cringes next to Fang’s bike, one 

chopped hand barely hanging onto his wrist with a -- 

FANG 

Don’t you just hate those stretchy little 

bits of skin? 

(like offering a handshake) 

’Shake. 

Fang yanks the hand, snaps off that bothersome bit of skin.  

Offers the Criminal his own hand. 

FANG 

Hold on. 

The bug-eyed Criminal hoarsely SHRIEKS.  Wrist stumps bleeding.  

Fang flicks the other chopped hand off his bike seat. 

FANG 

I told you to keep your hands off my bike. 

The Pregnant Woman with a black eye stares in shock, steps 

back as Fang gently approaches her.  He eyes her belly. 

FANG 

Make sure your kid grows up healthy. 

WRENCH 

Yah, big ’n’ healthy.  Full, red-blooded 

’Merican!  Strong as a bull. 

(unlit cigar butt by a licked fang) 

We’re ina stock market.  Livestock market! 
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Fang nods aside to the Grimy Criminal cringing on the 

pavement, clutching his bloody wrists in his armpits. 

FANG 

Piece of shit won’t lay a hand on you again. 

WRENCH 

Yah. 

Gelt picks up a hand like it’s finger-lickin’ good ribs.  

Raises the ring finger like a “fuck you” middle finger at the 

Grimy Criminal, snaps off the finger.  Offers it to the Woman. 

GELT 

You wanna pawn the ring,   

what gave you the black eye? 

Fang leans over the gasping Criminal squinting up on his knees. 

FANG 

One thing ticks me off.  Tough guys who 

pick on pregnant women.  From now on, keep 

your hands to yourself. 

Fang slaps a chopped hand into the Criminal’s face. 

FANG 

You bother her again, I’ll be back.   

Cut the rest of you down to size. 

The Vampire Bikers close in a tight circle, smacking their 

chops, ready to chow down, eat him alive.  Fang gestures no. 

BOMBER 

(gets up, drools) 

Gah -- !  His blood’s no good!  Burns. 

He dizzily turns, pukes.  His fangs drip bloody ooze. 

Coupla scared Truckers back to the wall, stare at the weakened 

Vampire who drunkenly stumbles with stomach cramps. 

BOMBER 

Burns with... alcohol.  BLUAHH -- 

The Truckers grip their beers, back off, crossing index fingers. 

Now Gelt comes up, wiping his mouth with his sleeve, spits, 

disgusted.  Shows the Criminal’s hand he just gnawed.   
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GELT 

On t’other hand...  Forget the finger food.  

Yellow-stained nicotine.  Fuckin’ bitter! 

He throws the bitten hand SPLAT to the pavement by the Criminal. 

Fang nods.  Gelt kicks --  The Criminal hoarsely YELLS, waves 

squirting stumps.  Tries to pick up his chopped hands, drowns 

’em in blood.  His pale face WHACKS the pavement, bloodless. 

The Vampire Bikers ROAR away. 

EXT. HIGHWAY - CATHEDRAL GORGE, CALIENTE, NEVADA - NIGHT 

The Vampire Bikers ride past eerie red and gold rocks that 

resemble church spires, demonic at night. 

EXT. LONE STAR BAR - PARKING LOT - DAY  

Diana drives up in her Jeep, her radio emitting police squawks. 

She checks the scene, traces of blood... on pavement, walls. 

In her Jeep, she marks her map.  Red fang marks lead to L.A.   

DIANA 

(into her recorder) 

Say I’m one of them.  What am I thinking?  

I’m not going to swim or surf the Pacific.  

What’s my next hit? 

Her Jeep passes a freeway sign:  LOS ANGELES - 350 miles. 

EXT. DESERT - SUNDOWN / NIGHT 

The Vampire Bikers wake, uncurl from bat fetal positions, rise 

out of their coffins, whether sidecar or trike cargo trunk.   

FANG 

We’re losing time.  Let’s roll. 

GELT 

I’m starved.  We stopping by Las Vegas?  

It’s loaded.  Rich with blood.  Dancing 

girls... long, firm legs, bare necks... 
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FANG 

No.  Vegas is full of smokers, drunks, 

exhausted gambling addicts.  Not healthy. 

Gelt shakes a finger in objection, drowned out by the RUMBLE of 

bikes, eats dust, cranks his bike which ROARS. 

EXT./INT. SMALL TOWN - BUTCHER SHOP - NIGHT 

Dingle.  Fang enters, eyes the meat cuts.  The BUTCHER appears 

behind the counter, hefting a big blade like a serial killer.   

Fang notices a blade as a bookmark in a recipe book:  Sweeney 

Todd’s Human Meat Pies.  The Butcher turns the book over. 

BUTCHER 

Can I help you?  We’re closing. 

FANG 

Your meat fresh? 

BUTCHER 

Yeah.  Don’t need to beat it. 

Fang smirks, keeps eying the meats behind glass... sirloins, 

sausages, a goat’s head with eyeballs, some brains... 

FANG 

So fresh, it’s still bloody? 

BUTCHER 

Yeah.   

FANG 

That sausage... Polish?  You ever kill 

what you cut. 

BUTCHER 

Deer...  What kinda cut you want? 

FANG 

Caucasian. 

The Butcher grins.  Fang doesn’t.   

FANG 

Saw this site on the web.  About human 

meat pies. 
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He turns over the Sweeney Todd book.  The Butcher stares, his 

hand secretly moves for a meat cleaver under the counter. 

Fang leans over the counter, looks at the open door to the 

back, sniffs like he can smell something tasty.   

FANG 

Who do you have on the barbecue? 

They silently share a knowing look.  The Butcher nods 

discreetly to a side. 

EXT. BUTCHER SHOP - PARKING - NIGHT 

The bloody-necked Butcher packs strange blades in the side 

saddles of his deep red Harley. 

WRENCH 

Fang says you got an eating disorder? 

(off Butcher’s dark look) 

That we can enjoy? 

Butcher grins malevolently, gustily drinks from a booze flask. 

WRENCH 

And a drinking disorder.  You wanta ride  

with us, you can’t drink, cause any wipeouts.   

BUTCHER 

Never did drink and drive.  I’m gonna  

bite ’n’ ride. 

(offers flask) 

This is just a road energy drink.  

Goat blood. 

Wrench grins, smacks his lips.  Drinks. 

Butcher rides his Harley onto the street, is cut off by a car.  

At the red light, Butcher leans in the car driver’s window. 

BUTCHER 

Texting while you drive? 

TEXTING DRIVER 

I got a life.  Busy.  Fuck off.  Lol. 
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Butcher yanks the Texter half out his driver’s window, meat 

cleaver chops off his head, drinks his blood as if from a garden 

hose.  The Texter’s thumbs still wriggle over his cell phone. 

The Vampire Bikers nod, gather to share the roadside drink. 

EXT. LONELY STRETCH OF ROAD - NIGHT 

A gleaming red Kawasaki Ninja bike is being kicked by a plastic-

surgery-addicted RICH BITCH.  She bats it with a dead branch. 

RICH BITCH 

It’s over!  Cheap son-of-a-bitch--!  It’s 

over!  Daddy’s gonna kick your ass -- 

Fang and his Bikers rumble to a stop on their Harleys. 

WRENCH 

(aside to big Biker Butcher) 

We got skills for his mission.  Why’s he 

need a whiny wig like her? 

BUTCHER 

Appreciate a nice cut of aged tenderloin 

when ya see one. 

GELT 

(smacks lips) 

We gonna share. 

Fang assesses her Botox curves, hard abs, thighs... smiles. 

RICH BITCH 

My plastic surgeon boyfriend is a 

bloodsucker! 

FANG 

Really?   

RICH BITCH 

Borrows my Jag, borrows my bike, never fills 

up!  Little shit, thinks only about himself-- 

She stops, taken by Fang’s rakish good looks, drawn by his 

eyes.  Her bitchy disposition transforms with a slow smile. 

RICH BITCH 

Can you... give me a lift? 
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WRENCH 

(under his breath, to Butcher) 

How many lifts she had, already? 

FANG 

Thinking of going someplace... for a bite.  

Want to join me? 

Music like “I Put a Spell on You” by Screamin’ Jay Hawkins. 

Melting in the spell of his hypnotic eyes, she draws close, 

sensually wraps around him.  His mouth close to her neck...   

FANG 

You smell clean, delicious... 

He smiles... sinks his fangs in soft smooth skin.   

She MOANS with orgasmic pleasure.  The male Bikers hulk and 

snicker.  But Vamp Cop and Shredda the Stripper glare with envy. 

Vamp Cop and Shredda’s nails claw and gash.  But with wicked 

martial arts, Rich Bitch takes them down, dominates.  Her Ninja 

suit is now sexy Heavy-Metal strips of fetish leather.   

Wrench rises with tools clinking, clenching his unlit cigar butt, 

grins proudly at the bike he stripped-customized for her.   

WRENCH 

Demon machine for a Witch Bitch. 

Rich Bitch CACKLES as Witch Bitch, hairsprays her long hair 

pointed like a wild witch’s hat, her nails like black claws 

gripping, revving the throttle of her Ninja bike fixed, nitro 

fueled, muffler like a flaming “B-R-ROOM” stick... 

EXT. “LAST CHANCE” GAS STATION - DEATH VALLEY - NIGHT 

The Vampire Bikers gang ride in to fill up at the gas station, 

just as another biker gang, The Warriors, rides in from the 

opposite direction to fill up at the same gas pumps. 

The two Biker Gangs face off.  Scan each other.  Tense. 

LEAD WARRIOR BIKER 

We were here, first. 

Wrench revs his Harley trike, chews cigar butt, side talks. 
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WRENCH 

Fang, they’re just Weekend Warriors, baby 

boomer dentists and stock brokers riding 

hog boners for their mistresses. 

GELT 

(revs, other side of Fang) 

I used to work for people like that.  

Health conscious baby boomers who jog ’n’ 

shit.  Clean blood from the ’burbs.   

FANG 

Nice vintage of body juice.   

Fang gets off his Harley, motions for his Bikers to dismount. 

Fang saunters to the LEAD WARRIOR, charmingly eyes the Cougar 

MILF in black leather on the saddle behind the lead Warrior.   

On a Harley behind them is SKINNER, an androgynous chemist... 

FANG 

I’m going to invite my gang to a little 

wine tasting. 

LEAD WARRIOR BIKER 

(smiles with perfect teeth) 

Fuck off. 

WRENCH 

You’re a dentist, right? 

Wrench grins with rotted teeth and cigar butt between his fangs. 

WRENCH 

I hate dentists. 

Wrench’s brass-knuckle PUNCH impacts the dentist’s mouth, 

turns it into a bloody gaping toothless maw.   

Wrench breathes in the spurting blood.  All the Warrior bikers 

are suddenly neck bitten by the Vampire Bikers. 

Rising bloody-mouthed from the Cougar MILF, Fang stares down 

at the gory toothless lead Warrior, tells Wrench... 

FANG 

Fix him.  Tooth bolts. 
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Wrench crik-crik socket-wrenches rusty bolts into the bloody 

gums of the Warrior / Dentist who grimaces then smiles as two 

fangs grow within his new range of rusty bolt teeth.   

The MILF with him is now a buxom WILD CAT in black leather, from 

stiletto heels to black lipstick, fangs chewing blood-red gum.  

(Sexy grunge music like The Cramps’ “Sheena’s in a Goth Gang”  

“Now... she’s in the forbidden Vampire underground...”) 

WRENCH 

Hey, Wild Cat.  We could ride Route Sexy-6. 

But I’d love to ride ya down Route 69. 

SKINNER  (NOW TRANSVESTITE VAMPIRE BIKER) 

We could go both ways. 

EXT. ROAD - DEATH VALLEY - NIGHT  

Fang waves Wrench and Gelt down to leave a couple of Weekend 

Warrior bikers strung upside down on a billboard... dripping 

blood like sauce down a huge ad for tacos... over the words, 

“Hottest in Death Valley!” 

FANG 

They’ll turn.  But drained, ’sun comes up, 

they’ll be baked into the billboard. 

WRENCH 

Too bad we gotta waste fresh meat. 

FANG 

(nods to billboard) 

Just to keep Van Helsing on my tail. 

GELT 

I don’t get it.  Why’re you making it easy 

for her?  Like saying, “Come and get me.” 

FANG 

Said the spider to the fly. 

Fang savors that, eyes his growing gang... Warrior jackets 

spray-painted with bloody-fanged skulls of Vampire Bikers.  

A nocturnal Banded Gecko lizard flicks its tongue, snatched by -- 

GELT 

Road snack. 
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Harleys CRANK and REV, all follow Fang ROARING away, zooming 

past a freeway sign:  LOS ANGELES - 290 miles. 

FANG  (VO) 

Though I ride through the Valley of Death, 

I fear no Evil... because I embrace it. 

Vampire Bikers flash by on ROARING Harleys --  

Gelt rides, pulls the Banded Gecko lizard out of a pocket, 

bites and spits off (ptooee) the lizard head, sucks the blood 

he fist squeezes out the lizard’s body which he then tosses. 

INT. CAR - WINDSHIELD - NIGHT 

The flabby depleted lizard SPLATS against the windshield of a 

terrorized Tourist lit by his dash lights in the night.   

EXT. ROAD - DEATH VALLEY - NIGHT 

The Tourist’s car swerves, CRASHES and burns. 

GELT 

(brakes, swerves, spreads grin) 

Roadkill barbecue. 

EXT./INT. BLACK JEEP - ROAD - DEATH VALLEY - DAY  

Diana drives, grimaces as if smelling skunk roadkill. 

Diana’s Jeep stops before the bloody gruesome billboard.  

Smoke drifts from the two biker bodies burnt by the sun. 

Grim, she reaches back into her arsenal of occult weapons.   

EXT./INT. “TRUCK INN” - BAR DINER - NIGHT 

A WAITRESS in pushup bra backs up in fear.  Fang closes in, 

eyes her name tag near her ample cleavage. 

FANG 

Hello... Janey.  How we doing  

this evening? 

Witch Bitch hisses with jealousy...  Without looking, she 

presses a song like Patsy Cline’s “Your Cheatin’ Heart” on the 

old jukebox as she creeps closer to Fang gripping the Waitress. 
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(Country style lyrics might even be “Your Bleedin’ Heart”...)   

JANEY THE WAITRESS 

Why --  Why are you doing this? 

FANG 

Just my nature... created by God. 

He bites, drinks her life flow with sensual force.  She moans.   

Witch Bitch and Wild Cat rapaciously join the feast, bite into 

the Waitress’ breasts, their hair a wild chaos. 

DIANA  (OS) 

Suckers...  Time to meet your Maker. 

A night sky in turmoil torments trees.  From the open door,  

Diana Van Helsing stomps in, armed with occult weapons.   

The terrified Diner Cook hands-and-knees scrambles out the door. 

In Diana’s hand, an occult Taser RIPS the air with an ELECTRIC 

ARC -- BLASTS Witch Bitch and Wild Cat away, SLAMMING into walls. 

Diana shoulders her retro-tech spear gun, hefty wooden shaft with 

a silver harpoon blade.  Its razor tip is a glistening silver 

cross.  It sharply scans the view, SLASHES our eyes. 

Fang reacts, glances at the limp Waitress lying in her blood 

on the floor.  She’s beginning to turn... 

FANG 

Everyone wants to live longer, stronger. 

(steps closer) 

I’m on a mission... to make the world a 

better place. 

DIANA 

For you. 

FANG 

To help select people evolve. 

DIANA 

(eye in the crosshairs) 

Mutate into bloodsucking parasites. 

FANG 

WE are the ones who own the night! 
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Janey the Waitress’ eyes suddenly gleam red.  She grows fangs.  

Her outfit’s pierced by her nipples, also turned into fangs! 

Four-Fang Janey leaps at Diana who ducks -- 

The wind ROARS... The room is hit by a BLACK TORNADO. 

Furniture flies.  Fang vanishes in a swirl of his black coat.  

The fired harpoon THUDS into a wood beam. 

DIANA 

Fuck. 

A chair whirls in the tornado, SHATTERS against Diana. 

EXT. “TRUCK INN” - BAR DINER - NIGHT 

Harleys BLARE.  Fang gestures for all the hungry Vampires to 

mount.  They GROWL and SNARL like rabid bats -- 

Fang-toothed tires bite into pavement, kick chunks back into 

our faces until we’re buried in blackness. 

INT. “TRUCK INN” - BAR DINER - NIGHT 

Diana stumbles up, reacts to whispers around her head.  The 

room twirls.  She’s dizzy, unsteady, on a ship in a stormy sea. 

The wind howls.  She grips a broken chair leg like a stake. 

FANG  (VO - WHISPER ECHO) 

I’ll save you.  I’ll savor you.  You’re 

mine. 

Diana whirls, STABS Fang’s semi-transparent image in the heart.  

Nothing there. 

Fang smiles, about to embrace Diana from behind.  Though she’s 

not facing him, he’s hypnotic.  His hands close in, caress her 

body, sensual...  She tilts back her head against her will... 

their lips so close... slow music weirdly oozes, mesmerizing, 

breathy angelic-demonic as in Vomito Negro’s Death Sun, Time... 

Her stake drops, CLATTERS.  Her neck bare, vulnerable... 

FANG 

(whispers in Diana’s ear) 

We’re one.  We’ll share... our Destiny. 
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He kisses her on the lips for a long time... slowly vanishes.   

A trickle of blood drips from the corner of her mouth. 

Diana falls, about to black out... reaches out...  She can’t 

reach her drugs, the antique needle in her leather pouch. 

FANG 

There’s no need to suffer. 

Fang’s foot appears right next to her antique needle.  His foot 

gently pushes it toward her hand. 

DIANA 

W-Why are you...? 

FANG 

These... “drugs” keep the balance of your 

blood just right for my purposes. 

Diana looks up, grimaces.  A bright light swings like a 

pendulum... closer, closer... BLINDING. 

EXT. “TRUCK-INN” - BAR DINER - ROAD SIDE - NIGHT  

A headlight highbeams.  From a Harley... Witch Bitch’s. 

She pulls Fang around by an arm.   

WITCH BITCH 

I’m goin’ in, tear that bitch apart --  

Going to feed straight from her heart.   

I want your eyes solely on ME! 

Fang grips Witch Bitch by one of her arms up behind her. 

FANG 

Lemme remind you who has say here.  This 

is my gang.  There’s no other like it.  

I’ve got bigger plans for us... and Diana.   

Diana’s visible in the doorway, on the floor, with a medieval 

needle, injecting herself like an exhausted drug addict. 

WITCH BITCH 

Why’d you let her have the drugs? 
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FANG 

She’s hardly got any left.  She needs all 

her strength... for me. 

Infuriated, Witch Bitch HIGH-KICKS a Trucker just stepping out 

of his rig.  The Trucker’s body thrown high, fries in the 

FRITZING motel sign, like one of the letters, blackened, dead. 

The busted “TRUCK-INN” neon motel sign flickers... “FUCK-INN”. 

As they ride, Witch Bitch glares at Fang to a hard rockin’ song 

like “You Ain’t Gonna Cheat on Me (When She’s Dead)”... which 

can be a song written and performed by a psychobilly band like 

The Necromantix or local band The Brains...  

...with lyrics written by Lorenzo, like the lyrics he wrote 

for John and the end credits of Flight of the Living Dead. 

(Dark gore music can be so dead-on with originals or covers by 

Marilyn Manson, Dead Kennedys, Bad Religion, Hungarian 

psychobilly HellFreaks, Ghastly Ones’ Haulin’ Hearse... loco - 

local grindhouse goth surf grunge maniacs roaring outta Hell.) 

The Vampire Bikers ROAR down the freeway. 

Past a freeway sign:  LOS ANGELES - 125 miles. 

EXT. TRUCK STOPS - LONELY STRETCHES OF ROAD - NIGHT 

Truck stops now have a stranger, new evil atmosphere...  

Wrench, toothpick in bloody teeth, mounts his trike Harley, 

eyes the other Vampire Bikers. 

WRENCH 

It ain’t just the food here that sucks. 

EXT./INT. “EATIN’ HERE” TRUCK STOP DINER - NIGHT 

Hell’s Devils is on the vest backs of greasy dirty Bikers 

hunched, hungrily eating spaghetti.  Red sauce spits, stains.   

The bearded burly Bikers barely glance at a Young Tourist 

stopping in.  A bearded Trucker is also devouring spaghetti. 

The Tourist takes in the strange quiet.  Suddenly turns to --  

ITALIAN SHORT-ORDER COOK 

You a hungry? 
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Sitting at the counter, the Tourist spreads a hearty smile. 

YOUNG TOURIST 

Sure am!  Been driving for seven hours.  

Heard when the food’s good, nobody talks. 

ITALIAN SHORT-ORDER COOK 

You bet-cha.  Pasta?  Comin’ righta up! 

The Young Tourist’s cheeks bulge as he enjoys eating the 

pasta.  Italian Cook nods, satisfied with his culinary art. 

YOUNG TOURIST 

Wow, this sauce, man.  It’s great! 

ITALIAN SHORT-ORDER COOK 

Bit of basil, oregano, pepper -- 

YOUNG TOURIST 

Garlic -- 

The Italian Cooks freezes, aback. 

ITALIAN SHORT-ORDER COOK 

Garlic?  Noh --  No, garlic! 

YOUNG TOURIST 

No shit?  ’Would love some more.  You must 

use some secret ingredients.  You know, I 

do a little cooking myself -- 

ITALIAN SHORT-ORDER COOK 

Yah?  C’min the kitchen, I show you, huh? 

INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT 

The Tourist approaches the big deep pot of sauce on the stove, 

lifts the lid to smell the heavenly aroma with a smile. 

The pot lid CLANKS to the floor, WHIR-R-S like a hubcap -- 

The Tourist stands back, shocked to see a chopped arm cooking, 

sticking out of the bubbling bloody sauce. 

ITALIAN SHORT-ORDER COOK  (OS) 

Keep on simmer, or it sticks. 

The Tourist whips around in ghastly horror, faces -- 
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The Cook spreads a friendly smile, revealing his blood-tipped 

fangs.  He raises a human thigh and half butt. 

ITALIAN SHORT-ORDER COOK  (OS) 

You like de pro-shoot -- ? 

The Tourist backs up in terror. 

ITALIAN SHORT-ORDER COOK 

Eh.  You said more?  I’ma mekka YOU more. 

A big kitchen knife rises, gleams, reflects the Italian cook’s 

fanged smile.  He sings, operatic -- 

ITALIAN SHORT-ORDER COOK 

GREE-DEE pagliAH-cheeO -- ! 

EXT. “EATIN’ HERE” TRUCK STOP DINER - NIGHT 

A coupla tumbleweeds lazily roll across the dusty desert road.  

It’s quiet.  Except for the air-ripping SCREAMS and CHUMP 

sounds coming from inside the Diner. 

Syrupy country and western music drifts out from a jukebox 

(like, “Ah Just Fall Apart / When You Tear Out Mah Heart” 

Or... “Honey, When I Split from You / Ah Got Tore in Two”...) 

ITALIAN SHORT-ORDER COOK  (OS) 

Bikers ’n’ fuckina truckers.  Who wantsa  

midda night snack?  Come ’n a get ’im! 

EXT. FARM FIELD - GOAT SHED - NIGHT 

The Vampire Bikers stealthily crawl through tall grass. 

FANG 

(whispers) 

Keep moving.  No time to lose. Have to 

reach our destination by 6-6-6...  Sixth 

hour of the sixth day of the sixth month. 

WRENCH 

(nods like it makes sense...) 

So why the fuck we crawling through grass? 

FANG 

We need clean blood. 
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Grass is parted, reveals a shed.  A goat quietly “bahs”. 

VAMPIRE BIKER / FORMER WEEKEND WARRIOR 

(sarcastically sneers) 

What the --  This is cruelty to animals! 

Fang whirls, SLASHES the Biker’s chest, RIPS out his pulsing 

heart before his eyes as he drops. 

FANG 

Any other bleeding hearts? 

The fresh heart pulses under grass.  The heart’s snatched by 

the former Weekend Warrior who jams it back into his chest 

hole.  Thumps it, worried if his heart will continue to beat. 

VAMPIRE BIKER / FORMER WEEKEND WARRIOR 

You know how much I paid for my by-pass? 

EXT. FARM FIELD - GOAT SHED - MORNING 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH thumbs back his cowboy hat, neck scratches. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Ain’t never done seen ainy thing lak this.  

Goat herd missin’ all their blood.  Sucked 

right out.  Happened to a cow, once.  Milk 

still there, though.  TV said vampire bats. 

(spits, turns) 

Watcha think, little lady? 

Diana Van Helsing rises from her crouch.  A cross between an 

investigator and a university teacher of the arcane. 

DIANA 

Hematophagous organisms.   

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Hemawha-- ’the heck is that?  Got ainy 

thing to do with goat milk, lactose 

intolerance?   

(smirks) 

What we got here?  X-File’d Commie Red 

Cross conspiracy, scare the shit outta 

locals, to plant missile silos? 

Er jus’ mutant vampire bats -- ?   
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Diana tweezers a chipped fang out of a dead goat’s neck bone, 

sees a motorcycle track that cuts through droppings and muddy 

grass.  Claw-like studs in the tire tracks.   

DIANA 

Shit, no.   

(dreading) 

Vampire bikers.  More of ’em. 

(rises) 

Lots more. 

In rising “bird” eye view, she and the Sheriff stand in a field 

wildly crisscrossed with bike tracks between strewn dead goats. 

Sheriff Cavanaugh relieves himself at a fence post. 

One of the dead goats RISES on two legs behind him --  

It HISSES, transformed into a Satanic Vampire goat from Hell. 

Diana shoots a silver cross bullet into our eyes --  The heart 

of the Vampire goat EXPLODES, spatters the Sheriff. 

Sheriff Cavanaugh pivots round, fumbling with his zipper. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

’The HELL -- ?  This was a clean shirt!  

You got a permit for that thing? 

Sheriff Cavanaugh leans to look at what Diana’s staring. 

The goat beast, transformed back into the shape of a regular 

goat, bloats, ERUPTS into a mass of maggots burning in the sun. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Damn (--spits--) stink! 

DIANA 

Burn them all.  Before the virus spreads. 

Diana grimly eyes the tweezered fang. 

EXT. FREEWAY - NIGHT  

A bloody tongue squirms under a half-broken fang -- in Wally 

Gelt’s mouth.  He HOWLS with crazy glee riding in the ROARING 

horde of Vampire Bikers. 

They blare past a freeway sign:  LOS ANGELES - 75 miles. 
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On his lead Harley, Fang narrows his eyes, stops.  There’s a 

ringing in his ears...  He looks aside, as if listening. 

FANG 

She’s talking.  Not moving. 

GELT 

Ya mean that soul mate broad again? 

Witch Bitch shoots Fang a jealous glance.  Fang grabs Gelt by 

the neck, threateningly raises him with one hand. 

GELT 

Uhn...  She can’t stop us?  C-can she? 

FANG 

Just slow us down.  I can hear where she 

is... need to keep an eye on her. 

He drops Gelt.  Witch Bitch keeps glaring at Fang. 

EXT. FARM FIELD - GOAT SHED - NIGHT 

Hidden behind grasses, Diana consults her ancient book of 

“Satanic Prophecies”.  Dead goat bodies strewn around her. 

DIANA 

(into her journal recorder) 

“And nearing the presence of the Almighty 

...they shall return to suck on the herd.” 

Diana feels fresh motorbike tire tracks.  Looks around, low. 

DIANA 

Tires spiked, like claws.  Wouldn’t be 

surprised if they can climb trees. 

She looks up.  And sure enough, a Vampire Biker silhouette in 

the full moon is watching her from his bike on the oblique 

trunk of a fallen tree.  Looks like Fang. 

She chases, fires her silver handgun -- The Vampire Biker ROARS 

up, leather coat tails flapping in the wind, vanishes into tree 

tops shivering before the full moon in the night sky. 

Diana clenches her eyes, shakes her head... stares at the 

greenish drug in the medieval hypodermic needle she grips. 
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Diana whirls when she hears Fang’s voice behind her. 

FANG  (OS) 

You and me... were created by the Almighty. 

Diana snaps up from her thigh holster a short bazooka with a 

wooden stake she aims at Fang’s heart.   

DIANA 

Then say your prayers. 

FANG  

Would you kill God’s creatures? 

Diana hesitates.  He looks like a handsome, innocent man. 

FANG 

God created day, just as he created night.  

He created Evil. 

DIANA 

Why? 

FANG 

So humans could know what’s Good. 

He steps closer to her. 

DIANA  

Stay back.   

Fang eyes her old book, “Satanic Prophecies”, quotes... 

FANG 

“And God created lambs for the slaughter 

... to feed the stronger... who survive.” 

He stands right before her weapon. 

FANG 

Darwin understood God.  Your Destiny is 

not to be a lamb.  You’re a survivor.  

That’s why I chose you.   

Diana shakes her head “No”. 

FANG 

Our past lives are bound.  We are each 

other’s Destiny. 
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DIANA 

I’m not your Destiny. 

Diana raises a Bible with a silver cross on it.  Fang flinches. 

DIANA 

I’m your Fate.   

She steps closer.  Fang backs up, cringe-smirks. 

FANG 

You going to throw the Book at me? 

DIANA 

What God are you talking about?  This cross 

burns you --  You’re not God’s emissary. 

The moonlight that reflects off the silver cross scorches his 

light-sensitive red eyes.  He snarls --  

FANG 

I am.  My Lord Satan is God!  He created 

the world.  Look around, it’s all Evil. 

DIANA 

You’re half-right, and totally fucked up. 

FANG 

(smirks at the Bible) 

You believe everything you read? 

DIANA 

Hey, Bible’s been a book of the month for 

centuries.  That means something. 

FANG 

We don’t need books.  Our word spreads  

with the Contagion of Blood. 

Vampire Bikers ROAR out of darkness, ride around her with demonic 

laughs, gesture threats --  Diana defends herself, tries to BLOW 

some away with her silver handgun.  But they appear, disappear... 

3D silver bullets vanish into our darkness. 

Within scrambling chaos and death, Fang and Diana quietly 

exchange deep emotions.  She’s about to kill him with the short 

bazooka stake she aims...  His eyes are sensuously hypnotic. 
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FANG 

I know you care for me.  Just as I...  

will take care of you. 

Gripped by attraction and repulsion, Diana screams, fires the 

wood stake that hugely penetrates the air in our 3D view -- 

Vampire Biker silhouettes whirl in dark holographics -- 

Blades, farm implements, flash --  A tractor rolls over -- 

Diana’s battered, pinned, eyes the huge moonlit blade of a 

raised death scythe, surrounded by all the Vampire Bikers -- 

There’s a hint of sunrise on the horizon.  Fang flinches. 

FANG 

It’s time.  Let’s go. 

Just as the attack came like a tornado, it leaves like one. 

EXT. FARM FIELD - DEAD GOATS - MORNING 

Beyond the bodies of the goats, Diana’s face is dead. 

She suddenly wakes, pants in pain, crawls out slashed and 

bruised from under tractor wreckage, barely alive.  She 

touches her neck... she’s streaked with blood. 

EXT./INT. SMALL TOWN PHARMACY - PRESCRIPTION COUNTER - MORNING 

HELEN O’SHAY is a feisty Irish girl with short red hair.  

Comes in from the back door of the stock room, puts on a 

pharmacist’s smock, picks up an inventory clipboard.  

Further in, the pharmacy is closed, empty and dark.  Some 

blood is on the broken glass of the front door. 

Helen hears a creepy, foraging sound coming from behind the 

prescription counter.   

She takes an orthopedic cane off a rack, grips it like a 

baseball bat.  Stealthily approaches.   

HELEN O’SHAY 

Can I help you? 
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She’s shocked, sees Diana Van Helsing like a pale, blood-streaked 

broken doll on the floor... weakly clawing prescription drugs... 

her mouth slowly munching...  some pills in her scraggly hair.   

HELEN O’SHAY 

Holy Mary, Mother of Jay-sus! 

Caught, the bloody beaten Diana stares up in desperation. 

With bandages on cuts, Diana cleaned up, pushes aside a hand 

mirror Helen offers.  Afraid to look, Diana forces herself to.  

She appears in the mirror.  Checks for neck wounds, sees none. 

INT. SMALL TOWN - SHERIFF CAVANAUGH’S OFFICE - MORNING 

The hick Sheriff backs off, incredulous. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Arrest Vampire Bikers?!  You shittin’ me?!  

D’rather give a blow job to a cow udder! 

He gulps his milk, cynically stares with a milk moustache. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Pardon my French.   

His eyes suddenly roll.  He puke-sprays the milk into the 

wastepaper basket. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

GAWD-damn -- !  Rotten -- !! 

He wipes his mouth with the back of his hand.  Looking from 

Diana to Helen, his eyes almost have a hellish glow. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

To change taste, gonna git me some eggs ’n 

nice juicy steak.  So rare, it bites back. 

Diana stares at the small bandage on his neck. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

What?  Never seen a shaving nick before? 

He glares for the two women to git the hell out of his office.   

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

You watchin’ too many Holler’een movies. 
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He eyes Diana glancing at his rack of rifles.  He taps the lock. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Little lady, ain’t nobody gonna believe 

you.  Yer on yer own, ’that Vampire shit.   

(spits in waste basket) 

But yer free to go to the farmers’ market, 

git all the garlic you want. 

He suspiciously eyes pharmacist Helen O’Shay over his shoulder. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

You with her? 

HELEN 

Never seen her before. 

EXT./INT. ABANDONED WAREHOUSE - DAY 

Fang’s eyes hypnotically stare through darkness... 

EXT./INT SMALL TOWN MOTEL - BLACK JEEP - ROOM - DAY 

Past the parked Jeep, the view moves through the window as if 

the glass and curtains don’t exist.  Diana’s belongings are 

observed.  The view stealthily moves to the sound of the shower. 

INT. SMALL TOWN MOTEL - SHOWER - DAY 

Diana’s in the shower.  Sexy... in a stealthy view that turns 

upside down.  Past the curtain, her wet hand reaches for the 

towel bar... where a big black Vampire Bat hangs upside down. 

She feels a flutter --  She’s attacked by the Vampire Bat --  

She RIPS away the shower curtain, wraps the bat --  STOMPS it.   

The curtain pulsates on the floor...  It’s turning into a 

bearded Trucker Vampire.  Diana wields the heavy toilet tank 

lid, SMASHES it down.  The curtain no longer pulsates.   

Invisible in the mirror, the Vampire SUDDENLY RISES out of the 

curtain to claw and bite her --   

She ducks, RAMS the wooden handle of a toilet plunger up and 

into the Vampire’s chest.  Blood seeps.  She flicks a lighter, 

ignites hairspray.  The Vampire drops, withers in flames.   
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Brushing her teeth, Diana glances down...  She spits rinse 

water onto the remaining ash flame.  It sputters out, hissing. 

EXT. SMALL TOWN MOTEL - PARKING LOT - BLACK JEEP - DAY 

Helen gets out of her pharmacy car, looks left and right, peers 

into Diana’s black Jeep.  She’s intrigued by the occult stuff, 

like a fang symbol on a --  A hand pulls her shoulder around. 

DIANA 

Can I help you? 

HELEN 

J-just wanted to see... if you’re okay.   

Diana narrows her eyes. 

HELEN 

OK, I’m a pharmacist.  Not everyday somebody 

asks me for Romanian wolfsbane.  A medium 

told me I once was a medieval apothecary. 

(off Diana not buying) 

You don’t believe in previous lives? 

DIANA 

I believe what I see. 

HELEN 

Me, too. 

Helen nods at what’s inside the Jeep.  From her bag, she pulls 

out a transparent ziploc with a couple of leaves. 

HELEN 

Lycoctonum.  Wolfsbane. 

INT. SMALL TOWN MOTEL - DIANA VAN HELSING’S ROOM - DAY 

Intrigued, Helen helps Diana bring into her room... ancient 

books, occult paraphernalia... what looks like old barometric 

sensor devices, vials of strange liquids... 

DIANA 

... Handed down from my... ancestor, 

Professor Abraham Van Helsing, the man who 

hunted Drac --  You’ve heard of Vlad the 

Impaler?  His father was Vlad II Dracul. 
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HELEN 

You’re kidding me.  You’re not.  All 

that... wasn’t fiction? 

DIANA 

You can believe what you want.  Until you 

get infected by rabid bats in Romania. 

HELEN 

Infec -- ? 

She’s intrigued as Diana uses medieval implements, occult potion 

ingredients with Helen’s wolfsbane to make her arcane drug. 

DIANA 

Abraham Van Helsing was bitten, 

researched, tried to develop a cure.  Sins 

of the father handed down to child...  

Helen figures... Diana hands her an open bottle of Jack Daniels. 

DIANA 

Here.  You’ll need this. 

Diana comes closer to Helen, almost mesmerizes her to make her 

swallow her sip of Jack Daniels.  Then Diana reaches for her 

own neckline, opens and slowly lowers part of her top...  

Helen looks flustered, uncomfortable, licks whiskey from her 

lips... in a motel, facing a strange woman who looks like 

she’s disrobing for her. 

HELEN 

Uh...  What are you doing?  You’re a good 

looking woman, but I’m not -- 

Diana reveals a bite mark on the upper part of her breast. 

DIANA 

I was originally bitten... by a Master 

Vampire.  Currently calling himself “Fang” 

...  A night creature I’ve been tracking 

ever since he infected me with his curse.  

For some demonic reason, he regards me as 

his soul mate, keeping me within his reach 

in some twisted bat-and-mouse game. 

She fills her medieval hypodermic needle with a strange liquid. 
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DIANA 

This is not a cure.  Just slows things  

down.  I want it to stop.  I can’t stay  

away from him, can’t let him keep infecting-- 

Diana turns, wielding her hefty spear gun.  The weapon’s 

wooden shaft ends in a razor sharp silver cross blade. 

 

Helen slowly moves the point from her face, gulps whiskey. 

Diana waves her spear gun over the paraphernalia on the table. 

DIANA 

I study obscure blood diseases... holy  

water is not always powerful as protection.  

Crucifixes have an effect... if the one 

holding the crucifix truly believes in it.   

HELEN 

And if you don’t?  Still have faith in God? 

Diana doesn’t answer that. 

DIANA 

The power of sunlight burns them, even 

when reflected.  Is it the light of God?  

I don’t know.  I just know it’s not always 

around when you need it. 

Like a marine, Diana cleans and reloads the high tech weapons 

she developed.  Charges an occult-tech stake that looks like 

it can channel metaphysical forces that can kill the undead...   

DIANA 

You want to terminate something, you 

destroy what pumps its blood.  

Her “Lightning Stake” is a hi-tech rod of silver-inlaid wood 

strapped with condensers, bands of conductive metal.  Looks like 

an occult conduit for the forces of the universe... something 

invented by Dr. Frankenstein in an expressionistic phantasmagory. 

HELEN 

You get funding for all this...? 

DIANA 

Sure.  I just fill out a form with 

“Vampires are contaminating, transforming 

humans into bloodsuckers.” 
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Helen eyes the weapons... silver spearheads, a Bible...  

DIANA 

Blessed by the Pope in a secret anti-

demonic ceremony.  Ask him if it’s true, 

he’ll deny it.  Church heads learned with 

the Witch Trials, publicity can get out of 

hand.  But just to be on the safe side -- 

Diana shows the Bible is hollow, packed with nitroglycerin.   

DIANA 

Slam this Bible, it’ll blow bats into Hell. 

The haul of strange weapons Diana cleaned and oiled is heavy. 

DIANA 

Think you can give me a hand? 

Helen’s indecisive... to help, or get the hell out of there. 

DIANA 

Look, I know it sounds insane.  But I can 

prove --  You have a microscope? 

Diana is unwittingly aiming a loaded harpoon at Helen’s stomach.   

EXT./INT. SMALL TOWN PHARMACY “CLOSED” - BACK ROOM LAB - DAY 

The leery Helen leads Diana to a microscope near beakers. 

DIANA 

You heard of the farm goats missing blood? 

Diana opens a sealed plastic bag holding the chipped fang she 

found in one of the goats.  Hands Helen a magnifying glass. 

DIANA 

Traces of goat blood on the outside. 

With a scalpel, Diana scrapes blood cells from the inside 

channel of the fang.  Puts it on a microscope slide. 

DIANA 

Inside, there’s a channel like a snake’s 

fang.  Bite injects a nerve paralyzer into 

the victim...  Bloodsucker drinks his fill. 
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(reaches for a sharp instrument) 

Watch this. 

She suddenly pricks Helen’s finger. 

HELEN 

OW! 

Diana holds Helen’s finger...  Diana stares, lightly licks her 

lip.  A drop of blood falls on the slide.  Diana dips the 

broken fang tip into the blood. 

Helen leans over the microscope, sees what Diana describes. 

DIANA  (OS) 

Mixed with the nerve paralyzer are mutant 

hemoflagellates... blood parasites.  Grip 

healthy red cells, suck ’em dry. 

HELEN 

Sweet Jay-sus!  Vampire cells! 

DIANA  (OS) 

Impervious to antibodies.  Ugly suckers 

multiply, infect the circulation.  Mutate 

human blood... into Vampire blood... that 

hungers for the nutrients in fresh blood. 

Helen and Diana are close.  Helen discreetly moves away. 

HELEN 

Vampire blood...  That’s why... your 

breath... garlic? 

DIANA 

Sorry.  Garlic’s a unique anti-bacterial.   

Diana breathes on the slide.  Helen sees in the microscope:  

Ugly blood parasites contort, EXPLODE.  Helen backs off. 

HELEN 

Disgusting little shits! 

DIANA 

Kill ’em, more appear.  This old book, 

Satanic Prophecies, says the contagion of 

Vampire blood originates from the veins of 

the greatest of all Evil... Satan. 
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Diana draws her own blood with a needle, checks it with test 

tubes, beakers catalysts.  She knows her way around a lab. 

DIANA 

Trouble is finding an antibody that lasts. 

She double checks analysis results on a computer screen. 

DIANA 

I’m still testing positive. 

HELEN 

(steps back, a touch fearful) 

Are you saying... you’re a Vampire? 

DIANA 

Not entirely.  But getting sicker...  Need 

a stronger anti-viral.   

HELEN 

But medical technology doesn’t have 

anything to kill those viruses. 

DIANA 

Yet.  I’m on it.  What my ancestor 

developed still works, for a while...  

She unzips her hip purse, replenishes vials, moves like a 

bartender in the lab. 

DIANA 

Cocktail of distilled alcohol, garlic 

extract, obscure plant oils, and from 

Central Europe, monkshood, aka -- 

HELEN 

-- my wolfsbane.  But it’s poisonous. 

DIANA 

In small doses, a nice blend of disgusting 

ingredients, this highball slows the 

spread of bloodsucking parasites. 

She hands Helen one of two test tubes she filled with a 

whitish-yellow liquid from a beaker she stirred. 

DIANA 

Happy hour. 
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HELEN 

Uhhhn...  Looks like sperm. 

DIANA 

C’mon.  Shoot it down.  I can’t be the 

only one with bad breath around here. 

HELEN 

(hesitant, eyes the broken fang) 

My God.   

DIANA 

Worse than a hypodermic with HIV. 

Helen hotly drops the fang into a sink, steps back.  She shakes 

her head, stares at Diana who looks intelligent, sincere.  

Diana shoots back her “drink”, nods at Helen’s test tube. 

HELEN 

I can’t believe I’m doing this! 

DIANA 

C’mon, you eat carcinogens in hamburgers.  

An organic garlic shake never hurt anyone. 

She raises the test tube to Helen’s mouth.  She gulps, grimaces. 

DIANA 

An ounce of prevention.  Possible side 

effect:  Might put hair on your chest. 

EXT. SMALL TOWN PHARMACY - NIGHT 

Helen steps out, a bit scared by a man walking by, eying her. 

Repressing her fear in a tense face-off, to “test” if the man 

before her is a Vampire, Helen, as if tipsy, breathes heavy 

gusts of garlic in his face when she asks -- 

HELEN 

Hahhh --  HOWWW harrr yahhh? 

The man reacts with a grimace, backs off and away.  

But another man reacts with a JOLT --  His face transforms, 

demonically Vampiric, red glowing eyes, fang-snapping SNARL!   
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Helen is shocked.  He swears, pushes and beats her into alley 

garbage, bares his fangs over her.  He whips out a knife -- 

ALLEY VAMPIRE 

Where’s your broom?  You garlicky shitbag 

pharmacy witch -- 

HELEN 

Witch?  If I’m going to be accused -- 

She grabs a nearby split broom handle, shoves it through the 

fucker’s ribs, into his heart.   

Diana stands like a dark wraith with a silver gun in the alley. 

DIANA 

I think he got your point. 

HELEN  

You believe in reincarnation?  I’m a 

descendent of a woman who healed people 

with herbs.  Burned as a witch because of 

some pigheaded rumors.  Fuck that. 

Still, Helen looks down in shock at what she’s done to the 

ugly creature melting into maggots.  Looks back at Diana. 

DIANA 

You’re hired. 

EXT. SMALL TOWN PHARMACY - PARKING LOT - BLACK JEEP - NIGHT 

Jeep hatch open, Diana packs her gear under a tarp.  She 

raises a double barreled handgun, loads it with -- 

HELEN 

Tranquilizer darts?  You’re going to --  

Helen stares at one of the darts...  It contains a vial of 

milky liquid.  Diana looks up at the full moon. 

DIANA 

Tranquilize them.  Forever. 

Monkshood cocktail, with Holy Water and 

higher-octane allium sativum concentrate.   

HELEN  (AS PHARMACIST) 

Allium...  more garlic? 
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DIANA 

Can knock a horse down at ten yards.  This 

stuff turns Vampires inside out.   

(turns to Helen) 

You want to step back when that happens. 

HELEN 

OK.  Garlic’s easy, but Euro wolfsbane?  

Gave you all I had.  When you run out...? 

DIANA 

Then I’ll have to resort to surgery.   

Terminal surgery.  Maybe even my own.  

Won’t give that Vampire the satisfaction  

of keeping me alive, whatever his plan is. 

From the back of her Jeep, Diana pulls an old wooden chest 

engraved with Van Helsing.  She reveals instead of family 

heirlooms the chest is packed with bizarre silver blades. 

Diana unsheathes, hefts a glistening sword with a crucifix hilt.   

HELEN 

Woh.  That looks medieval. 

DIANA 

St. Joan’s.  Blessed, on loan from the 

Pope.  Not like he was going to wave it 

around in public.   

HELEN 

You really met the Pope? 

DIANA 

It was a slow day. 

Diana checks her medical box of needles and serum tubes. 

DIANA 

Before I run out of my own prescriptions... 

(worry replaced by resolution) 

We can’t lose any time -- 

She’s straps down her weapons in her loaded Jeep. 

DIANA 

There’s a bloodsucker born every minute. 
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She loads the short bazooka with a wooden stake, snaps more 

wooden stakes into a side clip.  Packs that next to the tarp 

covering something big and ungainly in the back of her Jeep. 

HELEN 

What’s under that? 

DIANA 

More hardware. 

Helen watches Diana spread a mysterious lotion on her skin 

from an antique gourd.  Diana answers Helen’s look. 

HELEN 

Suntan lotion. 

EXT. TRUCKER MOTEL - POOL - MORNING  

Vampire teeth suddenly snap wildly, mouth hissing, SCREAMING --  

It’s Shredda the Stripper Vampire Biker just waking up late 

“sunbathing” on a lawn chair by the pool.  Skin sizzling, 

smoking, she crawls through booze empties to a motel door in 

shadow where biker Gelt hauls her in, slams the door shut. 

EXT. DESERT ROAD - NIGHT 

The Vampire Bikers ride up, grip handlebars made of bone.   

Wrench has a little hula-hoop dancer skeleton on his skull-

shaped gas tank painted with “Born to Die”. 

Crazy Biker Wally Gelt rides, skull held together with barbed 

wire.  He winks back at Shredda clinging to him.  She’s now a 

skeletal Vampire Biker wearing a bandana, studded leather bikini.   

Her suppurating gangrenous breasts cling to her rib cage, 

stapled to flesh strips strung with green and purple veins.   

VAMP COP 

(riding up alongside) 

What’s he got, I haven’t got? 

Shredda’s sexy red fingernails grip Gelt, her lipsticked skull 

tongues his ear.  He raise a “boner”... an erect crotch bone.   

(Song:  “I Wanta Bone Her (Shake, Rattle ’n’ Bone)”...)  Not 

watching where he’s going, he veers off a curve, CRUNCHES 

through a bull skeleton laying in the desert -- 
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EXT. MOONSHINERS’ HIDEOUT - NIGHT 

Gelt RUMBLES/SWERVES through a cloud of dust, his helmet now a 

desert bull skull.  Flies still buzz on loose shreds of skin.  

His, the bull skull’s and Shredda barely holding her guts in -- 

Drunk Moonshiners run into the woods, SQUEALING, scared shitless. 

GELT 

What?  You don’t remember me, ya bastards?  

I used to do your taxes! 

Gelt takes off his bull skull helmet, whips it through the air, 

horn-gores the head of a female Moonshiner who drops. 

With his barb-wire bandana, eye-patch and chipped fang, Gelt 

grins like a lusting pirate.  Could be called Cap’n Smirk.   

Vampire Bikers ride up, join Gelt and Shredda at the Moonshiners’ 

hideout.  Fang gestures, Bikers follow his orders, drop the 

Moonshiner’s body in a bonfire, horn-gored head sticking out. 

FANG 

Meat tainted with flammable booze. 

WRENCH 

Don’t tell me we’re gonna settle in this 

hideout?  We grow corn, suck cow blood?  

’Don’t want no boring life. 

GELT 

You don’t even have a life.   

(spits dust)   

’Cause you’re dead. 

WRENCH 

Never felt more alive -- 

GELT 

Look, Fang.  No one’s tired.  I figure we 

could be more cost-effective if, instead 

of hiding out after a night’s work shift, 

we also could move on during the day. 

WRENCH 

Wearin’ a bull skull makes you talk 

bullshit.  I ain’t workin’ double shifts 

just to burn out -- 
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GELT 

You?  Workin’?  Burning out?!   

(spits) 

So much bullshit’s coming outta your 

mouth, must be your second asshole!   

WRENCH 

I fix all the bikes -- ! 

GELT 

Takin’ forever to finish my coffin sidecar 

-- still just a frame! 

WRENCH 

Where’re your discreet ATM withdrawals  

for our expenses!  How can I buy parts? 

GELT 

You forget how to steal?! 

Fang separates them, throwing swings at arms’ length. 

GELT 

Fang, think about it --  What’s our 

destination?  What’s our payoff?  We all 

could reach it faster -- if the truckers 

we turn transport us and our bikes during 

the day in semi-trailer rigs -- 

WRENCH 

This beancounter’s fulla beans!  What 

mutherfucker truckers turned vampire are 

gonna drive us in the sun? 

FANG 

When my mission is complete, we’ll be 

immune to sunlight.  Just a minor aspect 

of our evolution... 

GELT 

(mutinous) 

Then we could eat garlic pizza?  When’s 

all this gonna happen?  We’ve been riding 

forev--eckkk!! 

FANG 

(squeezing Gelt’s neck) 

As soon as we reach our destination. 
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(closer) 

And I’m the only one who can say how and 

where it’s going to be done. 

Like a possessed cult leader, Fang seems to rise out of the 

bonfire.  He drops Gelt aside, raises an old book. 

FANG 

As foretold by the Satanic Prophecies. 

(demonic) 

Once you see our transformation... how we 

will transform mankind... then everyone 

will believe.  In us. 

Still, the Vampire Bikers look hungry and impatient. 

One of them, Skinner, the Transvestite Chemist now with 

horrible skin looks like he wants to speak up. 

GELT 

You want to say something, Skinner? 

SKINNER  

I used to work in the R ’n’ D lab of a 

cosmetics company.   

He looks hideous, like a burn victim who barely survived.  His 

chest melted into flabby breast flaps.  Below his bike jacket, 

he wears skirt-like leather chaps exposing a veiny burnt ass 

and crotch, male organs seared off.  He saunters like a woman. 

SKINNER 

Our sunscreen concentrate was so strong, 

’could turn a black guy white. 

WRENCH 

Fuckin’ stupid.  Who’d buy that? 

SKINNER 

Besides Michael Jackson?  Us.  With this 

moonshiners’ still setup, I could mix a 

batch of sunscreen for Vampire truckers 

who could drive with black-tinted windows.  

FANG 

Skinner, look at you.  Others around you.  

Look at her -- 

He points to Gelt’s rotting girlfriend Shredda.   
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FANG 

Flesh torn, bones with osteoporosis.  Pieces 

of her body falling off on contact with any 

glimmer or reflection of sunlight...  

(faces Skinner, all of them) 

How many times did you try to make that 

sunscreeen?  How many of you got burnt?  

You can’t wait for my plan?  You want to 

keep trying your way?  Go ahead.  Knock 

yourself out.  But all your attempts have 

failed so far.  And will keep failing. 

Wearing her Rich Bitch sunglasses, Witch Bitch looks up with 

gory lips from bloodsucking a fox dead and limp in a trap.  

Her hair’s still in a witch-hat point, permanently wind-blown.   

WITCH BITCH 

Skinner’s been teaching me how to stay 

young and foxy. 

She throws the fox across her shoulders, clanks a ladle 

against a Moonshiner cauldron. 

WITCH BITCH 

I can help him make a Bitchin’ Brew.  Hey, I 

was a rich bitch, know all about cosmetics, 

plastic surgery.  I could even make us some 

diet organic foods... just need real organs. 

Shredda offers an ugly dead horned toad lizard.  Skinner bites 

the horned toad’s head off.  Chews.  A part of his lip falls off.   

SKINNER 

Sun-fried roadkill, effin’ FDA approved.   

He hands the horned toad to Witch Bitch who squeeze-drips the 

guts out of the lizard’s neckhole into her Bitch’s Brew cauldron. 

SHREDDA 

You sure you both know what you’re doing? 

Skinner smells the dripping ladle handed to him by Witch 

Bitch.  Satisfied, he throws an insulted look at Shredda. 

SKINNER 

This Bitchin’ batch of alchemized 

chromatosis’ll grow on ya, help you get a 

nice tan.  UVA protection rating of 1,000. 
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Some of the shreds of skin left on Shredda are so pale they’re 

transparent.  She peels off a decomposed patch of face skin. 

SHREDDA 

Test it on me.  But if this shit doesn’t 

work, I’ll need a full face lift!   

(closer) 

Then are you gonna lift a face off a beauty 

queen’s head for me?  I want a guarantee! 

SKINNER 

What are you, naïve?  Want a dental plan, 

too?  Pharmaceutical guarantees are bullshit.   

Shredda, scandalized, tries to put back her patch of face skin. 

SHREDDA 

You mean, anti-aging creams don’t work? 

WITCH BITCH 

Forget the crap that takes forever!  We 

can’t wait to feed, want it twenty four - 

seven.  Drink this and you’ll be the first 

one immune to sunlight!   

SKINNER 

There may be some initial side-effects.  

Consult your doctor.  ME.  And I’m sayin’:  

Shut the fuck up ’n’ drink. 

The HISSING ladle liquid drips on stone, burns like acid. 

SKINNER 

Get it while it’s hot. 

Shredda hesitates. 

SKINNER 

Look.  You know how after a nice feeding 

brings color to your cheeks... you always 

want more?  Try this Bitchin’ batch. 

(offers ladle) 

Just a sip!  You’ll no longer need to go 

hungry.  You can feed night and day. 

SHREDDA 

(licks her remaining lips) 

No more diets... 
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She drinks, grimaces at the foul taste.  The liquid HISSES 

through her teeth, gaps in her shredded cheeks.  She drops -- 

In the blackness... the angry murmur of various degenerating 

Bikers indicates Skinner’s experiments keep failing.   

Fang watches with a slight smile and patient tolerance. 

FANG 

We still need to travel and feed by night.  

Give her a face. 

Skinner leans over the dead female Moonshiner nose-gored by 

Gelt’s bull skull.  Skinner grabs the upright horn, drags the 

half-burnt Moonshiner body out of the fire. 

SKINNER 

We gotta work fast, patch Shredda with 

some skin... offa fresh meat here. 

EXT. DARK ALLEY - SMALL TOWN - SUNNY STREET - DAY 

An anorexic dark form stands in alley shadow...  It’s Shredda.   

She now has skin all over, patchy and oddly stitched, yet 

darkly tanned.  Her nose is a Moonshiner’s elbow. 

She fearfully puts her hand out into the sunlight.  Nothing 

happens.  Her fangs grow in her smile. 

She steps into sunlight to stalk a window-shopping Woman...  

so hungry for the Woman’s bare neck, Shredda doesn’t notice 

the trails of smoke that wisp from her own flesh. 

The window-shopping Woman opens a store’s glass door.   

It suddenly reflects an intense glare of sunlight -- 

It IGNITES Shredda who flares into FLAMES with a death SHRIEK. 

Gelt painfully reaches out, held back by Vamp Cop in shadows. 

Two Skateboarders swerve-stop, stare down at Shredda’s 

platform boot, studded leather bikini in a mound of ashes. 

SKATEBOARDER 

Dude, ’see that?!  Spontaneous combustion! 
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EXT. SMALL TOWN - ALLEY - BACK STREETS - NIGHT 

Hiding in an alley, some Vampire Bikers don’t look so good. 

A kid on a bicycle wheels by.  Wrench makes a move to go after 

the kid --  He’s pulled back by Fang. 

WRENCH 

He’s gotta be clean blood, right?! 

FANG 

You are what you eat.  No kids. 

WRENCH 

We’re wasting away here!  You keep 

stopping us from feeding -- 

FANG 

I will turn us into a superior breed -- 

A black limo thumping music stops next to a Dealer.  He palms 

off drugs, slips away.  Visible in an open limo window, a rich 

White Dude with two Party Girls pops champagne and ecstasy. 

Vampire Bikers peer from shadows.  Tooth Boltz makes a move 

for the limo.  Fang grips him by the scruff of the neck.  

Hungry, Tooth’s bolt teeth CLINK between his glinting fangs. 

The Vampire Bikers glare at Fang like they want to mutiny.  

Fang considers, whispers to Tooth Boltz -- 

FANG 

Alright.  Go ahead.  See what happens. 

EXT./INT. LIMO - SIDEWALK - NIGHT 

Sneaking up to the limo, Tooth Boltz opens the door, slips in.  

Bolt teeth and fangs gleaming, he grins at the stoned White 

Dude and Party Girls groovin’ to loud music -- 

TOOTH BOLTZ 

Mind if I join the party? 

Tooth Boltz edges back.  The White Dude is a Religious Minister 

snorting coke off a Bible.  Boltz hungrily eyes the Babes -- 
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EXT. SMALL TOWN - ALLEY - BACK STREETS - NIGHT 

Fang and the Vampire Bikers in shadows watch the limo window 

close, muffling the music.  The limo suddenly rocks violently. 

INT. SUNDAY SCHOOL GOSPEL MORPH INTO GOTH RAVE - NIGHT 

In BOOMING GOD RAVE MUSIC, Tooth Boltz is a bloody-mouthed 

stoned Vampire, terrified in his own nightmare --  

Neck-bleeding Gospel Goth girls STAB him with crucifixes --  

Jugular gushing, the Religious Minister THUMPS Boltz with a 

flaming Bible that burns Boltz like a hot iron --   

Blood sprays up from the neck of the headless limo driver --  

Gasping, Tooth Boltz is thumped back into a seat -- 

INT. DENTIST’S OFFICE - CHAIR - NIGHT 

Stoned Tooth Boltz thumps back strapped into a dentist’s chair, 

SHRIEKING -- his neck threatened by a big piston-pounding 

hypodermic needle gripped by a salivating Dentist who looks like 

Tooth Boltz when he was a dentist with perfectly white teeth -- 

The Dentist raises a set of braces, pulls down a welder’s 

mask, torch-fuses Tooth Boltz’ metal teeth. 

Snapping away chair straps, Boltz CLAWS into the Dentist’s 

neck --  It hisses jets of laughing gas --  The Dentist’s head 

vibrates in a fast blur, forehead mirror flashing, blinding -- 

Hearing helium-voiced babble --  The stoned-out-of-his-tree 

Vampire Boltz grasps for help, stumbles into an -- 

INT. AA MEETING WITH ALCOHOLICS / ADDICTS - NIGHT   

The stoned Boltz desperately tries to talk, teeth welded shut! 

Terrified, he stumbles back --  A horde of clawing alcoholic-

drug-addict zombies swarm him with melting faces, tongues 

writhing to RAVE MUSIC... leprous necks bleeding bugs and snakes! 

EXT. LIMO - SIDEWALK - NIGHT 

Fang opens the limo door, drags Tooth Boltz out of his 

psychedelic nightmare. 
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FANG 

What did I tell you?  You can do it your 

way... or my way. 

EXT. ROAD - WOODS - CLEARING - NIGHT 

Fang leaps onto a rock, faces the Vampire on their Harleys. 

FANG 

Listen to me.  We’re heading to L.A.  I’m 

leading you to a metaphysically powerful 

location, to fulfill a Satanic Prophecy by 

“6-6-6”... the sixth hour of the sixth day 

of the sixth month. 

WRENCH 

Yeah?  This place gonna have any blood? 

FANG 

It’s where we’ll be transformed with New 

Blood, revealed, in the sacrifice that 

must be made by Diana Van Helsing, the 

Vampire hunter pursuing us. 

The jealous Witch Bitch licks her lips, bloodthirsty for Diana 

on hearing her name.  Fang is in Witch Bitch’s gleaming eyes. 

EXT./INT. BLACK JEEP - DAY 

Diana drives, turns to face Helen. 

DIANA 

He wants me... for something.  Or he would 

have killed me, transformed me, by now. 

(peers out windshield) 

Where the fuck are you, Fang... 

EXT. ROAD - WOODS - CLEARING - NIGHT 

FANG 

Come to me, Diana...   

(to Bikers) 

I’ll show her, and you, the way.   

My highway to Hell. 

The Vampire Bikers listen to their leader, eye each other. 
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FANG 

We’re going to make our “6-6-6” deadline.  

Nothing will stop us from infiltrating L.A... 

(closer) 

...where we’ll feast on the endless blood 

of the healthy and naïve drawn there. 

The Vampire Bikers roar in agreement, snap their fanged jaws.   

GELT 

Sounds good for when we get there.  But 

here and now, we need to feed.  Where -- ?   

Silence.  A mosquito BIZZES.  Witch Bitch snaps it outta the 

air, eats it.  Savors the telling taste... 

WITCH BITCH 

Juicy.  Town nearby’s got rich blood. 

FANG 

We must fast.  To cleanse our bodies. 

WRENCH 

You mean we gotta get there fast? 

FANG 

We have to fast, not eat. 

WITCH BITCH 

Why?  This diet’s gonna kill us. 

FANG 

(clutching Witch Bitch) 

The most powerful will be pure...  Us. 

EXT. ROAD - VIEW OF SMALL TOWN - OUTSKIRTS - NIGHT 

The Vampire Bikers demonically glare, mercurial, ready to blow. 

WRENCH 

I’m so hungry, I want to drain half the 

population in that town.   

Eying Fang, Gelt speaks low, is persuasive -- 

GELT 

He’s riding us with the brakes on.   
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(eyes the others) 

We’re won’t reach L.A. if we starve  

to death. 

Fang faces his Bikers closing in, on the edge of final mutiny.   

FANG 

We are blood... brothers, and sisters. 

Fang sees a headline in a newspaper box next to a bus stop.  

He stares down the Bikers, finally cracks a smile. 

FANG 

OK.  Here and now, I know a place on the 

way.  Let’s just say it’s a... buffet.   

(cracks a smile) 

All you can eat.   

(looks back at them  

 as they don’t move) 

C’mon.  You’ll dig it.  And no, it’s not a 

cemetery.  Yet. 

EXT./INT. OUTSKIRTS - SMALL TOWN - MORGUE - NIGHT 

A mortician and his assistant wave their scalpels like small 

switchblades as they back up fearfully in a morgue room.   

Vampire Bikers grin, keep entering, close the door behind them. 

Gelt sees on a morgue table Shredda’s platform boot, studded 

leather bikini and ashes.  He tenderly scoops all into an urn.   

GELT 

She was so hot. 

VAMP COP 

Time for us...  to let her go.  This here 

bus crash buffet is for her funeral. 

Bus crash victims lay on so many tables.  Some Bikers claw and 

bite live limbs, some lean over drained, disemboweled bodies. 

Skinner the burn-victim Biker dressed like a woman, caresses the 

face of a female corpse.  Witch Bitch wonders what he’s up to. 
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SKINNER 

Who was she...?  I’m  still thinking of 

ways to be my true self... more than just 

a transvestite.   

He caresses a breast of the corpse, lifts the breast like a 

flap from the gaping chest incision left open by a morgue 

tech.  Skinner weighs the breast. 

SKINNER 

Won’t do.  I want a D-cup.  And this 

makeup, horrible.  But this face has 

beautiful texture.  I like it. 

He rips the face off the corpse.  He snorts and hawks thick 

green glop onto the inside of the face skin, then sticks the 

face onto his own scorched face.  Literally CRACKS a smile... 

Biker Wally Gelt rises, mouth bloody, throws up -- 

GELT 

Awgg... this Mortician tastes like 

mothballs! 

Sprawled bloody on a chair is the mortician’s male assistant. 

WRENCH 

(spitting) 

And this one tastes of formaldehyde! 

Witch Bitch rises bloody between the legs of a hairy corpse. 

WITCH BITCH 

Not where I bit this one.   

(pulls a pubie from her teeth) 

Died with a chubby.  Blood sausage. 

Vampire Bikers hungrily bite and feed on the hairy body. 

GELT 

Not enough to go around.  We need more! 

EXT. OUTSKIRTS - SMALL TOWN - MORGUE - BLACK JEEP - NIGHT 

Diana drives up in her black Jeep, checks out the morgue.   

In the passenger seat, Helen checks a newspaper.   
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HELEN 

This is the morgue that received the bus 

crash victims. 

DIANA 

And the “spontaneous combustion” ashes, 

platform boot, studded leather bikini.  

(looks out window) 

How many morgues have Harleys parked in 

back shadows? 

Under her Jeep hatch, Diana checks her holstered weapons are 

loaded, throws a Taser-wired net over her shoulder.   

DIANA 

I’m goin’ in.  ’Net me a lead Vampire  

I’ll finally roast in the sun.   

Diana pulls Helen back to the Jeep. 

DIANA 

 You stay here, keep the Jeep running. 

INT. OUTSKIRTS - SMALL TOWN - MORGUE - NIGHT 

Diana stealthily moves down a dark corridor, gripping her 

silver automatic Glock and the Taser wired net. 

A door she passes silently opens --  Fang’s hand grabs her 

net, whirls her in it, pulls her onto the floor in the room.  

He tosses her silver handgun aside, grips the Taser -- 

FANG 

Shocked to be in your own net? 

(moves in onto her) 

I could feel you coming.  Said the spider 

to the fly.  How about a little... buzz. 

(Taser close, fangs glistening) 

Do you want to feel me coming? 

It looks like he’s going to rape her.  He raises the Taser -- 

Helen suddenly yanks Fang back, off Diana.  Helen THRUSTS a 

wooden stake, but Fang bounds aside, snaps it in half.  He 

leaps at Helen -- pushed away just in time by Diana -- 

DIANA 

Helen!  Get out --  Get help.  NOW!! 
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Helen rushes out --  Diana grips her net with one hand, 

targets Fang with her retrieved silver handgun -- 

But she is mesmerized by the forceful, hypnotic power of 

Fang’s eyes.  Her resistance weakens... 

FANG 

For old times’ sake... 

She’s caught in his magnetic spell.  Her hand trembles, unable 

to press the trigger of her weapon, the silver Glock automatic 

loaded with silver cross bullets...   

The net falls, Taser clatters to the floor.  He takes her gun. 

Diana and Fang are close, drawn to each other with an inhuman 

drive, a perverted demonic desire beyond earthly love.  She’s 

possessed by him, held as if in a force field...  

In horrifying slow motion, Fang breathes out billowing demonic 

shadows through his mouth.  Both revealed close in dark mist, 

all light goes out, enveloped by the black shrouds of night. 

His fanged mouth opens with pleasure...  But another part of 

him penetrates her.  He makes love to her among the cadavers 

on morgue slabs...   

FANG 

...for a higher purpose, as foretold in 

the Satanic Prophecies... 

Diana can’t move... her pouch of anti-Vampire drugs is just 

barely out of reach...  She sees and hears Fang through the 

swirling visions of an erotic, horrible nightmare. 

FANG 

You no longer need your occult drugs...  

to prevent you from becoming what you’re 

destined to be, the ultimate Vampiress. 

Fang sensually tangles with Diana in the dark mist. 

FANG 

Like day and night, we’re bound forever.  

You’re my soul mate, the woman who will 

live to bear my child, a superior breed, 

the new Prince of Darkness.   
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(closer, in her ear) 

He will have an unimaginable effect  

on the world. 

This terrifies Diana, her resolve desperate -- 

DIANA 

I won’t let it happen -- even if I have to 

sacrifice my body and soul -- 

FANG 

-- to me. 

She’s gripped in one of those nightmares where her body and 

soul can’t move in the face of ultimate horror. 

She is helpless under Fang’s Vampiric spell.  He makes 

sensuous love to her... 

FANG 

Conception is now. 

He climaxes... bites her.   But does not drink the blood 

oozing from her neck, coagulating in drips like red cum. 

She BLACKS OUT. 

Diana looks dead...  Fang gently lays her in a coffin. 

Witch Bitch approaches Fang... deadly jealous, betrayed, like 

she wants to kill him from behind, to slash him with her claws. 

He suddenly pivots, grabs her wrists and twists her down. 

In Fang’s close grip of steel, Witch Bitch’s expression shifts 

from anger to fear to lust. 

FANG 

Trust me.  I’m using her to make us the 

most powerful Vampires who ever existed. 

EXT./INT. OUTSKIRTS - SMALL TOWN - MORGUE - NIGHT 

Helen quickly drives the black Jeep followed by the Sheriff in 

his cruiser.  She desperately pulls him to the morgue -- 

HELEN 

Sheriff Cavanaugh --  I swear, you’ll be 

the first lawman to catch vampires -- 
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But there’s no sign of anyone in the morgue. 

Sheriff Cavanaugh gives Helen a dark, narrow-eyed look. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

I really hate bein’ woke up to play games 

in the middle of the night. 

Helen rushes everywhere, in and out of rooms in the morgue. 

HELEN 

Can’t find Diana --  No one anywhere!   

The Sheriff stares through a doorway into a room. 

SHERIFF 

There’s people here, alright.  Lotsa ’em.  

All torn a shreds.  Whatta we  

got -- ?  Fuckin’ corpse cannibals?! 

INT. COFFIN - NIGHT 

Diana Van Helsing wakes... finds herself in a tight coffin, 

starts SCREAMING, clawing and kicking -- 

The coffin lid opens. 

FANG  (OS) 

All you had to do was knock. 

Diana sees clouds moving by fast in a night sky. 

EXT. COFFIN - MOVING - NIGHT 

She rises on her elbows, wind in her face, is stunned... to see 

she’s in a coffin... attached as a sidecar to Fang’s Harley.  

He smiles down at her. 

FANG 

Dead or alive, you’re coming with me.   

We can’t deny our Destiny.   

She YELLS with pent-up anger, squeezes the handlebar brake --   

The bike SWERVES crazily -- Fang tries to control it in a cloud 

of dust --  Diana hits hard ground, rolls into the darkness. 
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EXT. EDGE OF SMALL TOWN - WOODS - GARAGE - NIGHT 

Diana stays low in bushes, hears a RUMBLE of motorcycles 

circling, searching the woods.  She slips back in deep shadows. 

The Vampire Bikers stop, argue.  Fang is confident. 

FANG 

She’ll come back to me. 

GELT 

How do you know? 

FANG 

Her one and only desire is to kill me. 

WRENCH 

Fang, we worked up an appetite.  Hungrier 

than ever.  We need to feed... on the living. 

GELT 

Yeah, that appetizer “food” in the morgue 

was scant, mostly moldy!  We need some 

real nourishment, real soon.  

WRENCH 

Fang, we gotta clear this --  You keeping 

us on a diet like some kinda cult leader?  

Or is your mission bona fide real?   

The Vampire Bikers grumble, near final mutiny and anarchy.   

FANG 

I’ve got the same urges, the same hunger.  

Believe me, next stop, the “food” is going 

to be much fresher. 

WRENCH 

Real “live” food? 

The Vampire Bikers agree, rousing.  But Butcher smolders. 

BUTCHER 

Fang.  I don’t believe you. 

Bikers stare, silent.  Butcher dismounts, hulks before Fang.  

Butcher slowly raises his meat cleaver, turns to the Bikers. 
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BUCTHER 

Whoever follows me gets fresh meat, the 

bloodiest.  Tonight. 

FANG 

Butcher, there’s so much bloody meat in L.A. 

Nobody moves.  Fang warns them all -- 

FANG 

For centuries, Vampires survived by being 

discreet.  Anyone breaks tradition, I’ll 

personally drain them. 

Fang faces Butcher raising his cleaver.  Fang’s claws SLASH 

through both sides of Butcher’s neck.  Butcher drops to his 

knees, pulsing two fountains of blood...  He face pounds dirt. 

FANG 

And a drained Vampire, is a dead Vampire. 

Butcher melts into a maggoty mass.  Next to his meat cleaver. 

GELT 

Point taken.  Where we goin’? 

FANG 

We need clean blood... we’re going to hit 

a bank... a blood bank.  Upcoming town 

hospital.  Dead of night.   

The Vampire Bikers accept, mount, RUMBLE away. 

Pressed to a garage wall in shadows, Diana heard their exchange.  

She whips out her phone.  Glass badly broken, it’s dead. 

A phone booth is lit by the isolated garage.  Dark, crickets... 

Diana sees the phone has ripped wires.  But hears it has a tone. 

EXT. BLACK JEEP - SHERIFF CAVANAUGH’S OFFICE - NIGHT 

Helen struggles to understand static, grips her cell phone.  

She desperately rushes for the Sheriff’s office.   
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EXT. EDGE OF SMALL TOWN - WOODS - GARAGE - NIGHT 

With a tin of grease, Diana quickly graffiti’s the white side 

of the garage with an occult Vampire fangs symbol and with a 

“H“ (for hospital) with an arrow pointing down the road...  

INT. SHERIFF CAVANAUGH’S OFFICE - NIGHT 

Sheriff Cavanaugh shakes his head.  He ain’t goin’ nowhere. 

HELEN 

You don’t believe Diana is still alive?!  

You’re the law around here --  Don’t just 

sit there!  ’The fuck is wrong with you?! 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

(fingers his gun, listless) 

My wife passed away.  Long time ago.  

’Cause of my drunk driving.  Only person 

cared enough to stop me from doin’ myself 

in... diner waitress, Janey, known her 

since we were...  Witness saw her bit by 

the leader, those bloodsuckers.  Now she’s 

dead, too.  Like your friend, Diana.   

He’s looking down, hefts his gun, about to raise it. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

I don’t want to have to hurt Janey,  

even if she is one of them. 

HELEN 

You saw all those torn bodies in the 

morgue --  You see your friend or Diana? 

The Sheriff shifts his eyes, not admitting everything.  Secretly 

runs his tongue over the tips of his teeth...  Is he a Vampire?   

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Have a bad taste in my mouth.  Shoulda 

brushed my teeth. 

She leans over his desk, in his face. 

HELEN 

You still have a job?  You still have 

balls -- to arrest anyone? 
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He eyes Helen’s face, her neck.  She looks left, right -- 

SMASHES a chair through the street-level window, leaps out. 

Sheriff Cavanaugh swears, bolts after her.   

EXT. EDGE OF SMALL TOWN - WOODS - GARAGE - NIGHT 

The black Jeep roars up, Helen driving.  She sees the graffitied 

occult fangs symbol with a “H” -- 

HELEN 

Hospital! 

The Jeep screeches into the direction of the arrow, pursued by 

Sheriff Cavanaugh’s flashing, WHOOPING cruiser. 

Helen drives the Jeep fast, as the cop cruiser pulls up.  She 

calls out, signals for him to lower his side window -- 

HELEN 

You wanna warn ’em?!  Turn off your 

fucking whooper ’n’ lights!   

EXT. SMALL TOWN - HOSPITAL - NIGHT 

Empty town streets in the middle of the night. 

Helen slowly drives the black Jeep up to a cluster of demonic 

looking Harleys in quiet darkness by the hospital.   

She scans...  Glass entrance of the hospital is smashed.  

Security Guard at the front desk is slumped, neck gored, bloody. 

Helen’s startled, movement behind her.  The Jeep hatch opens -- 

Diana arms herself with weapons out of the back of her Jeep. 

DIANA 

They’re inside. 

(sees approaching police cruiser) 

Get more help.  Lots of it. 

Before Helen can say anything, Sheriff cocks his gun at Diana. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Smile.  Show me your teeth. 
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DIANA 

(almost snarls at the gun) 

Are you a sheriff or a dentist? 

The heavily armed Diana slips into the hospital. 

HELEN 

That woman’s got balls. 

Sheriff Cavanaugh storms to his cruiser, whips out more 

handcuffs, shotgun, nightclubs he hooks to his belt. 

Helen grabs as many wood-stake anti-vampire weapons as she can 

carry out of the Jeep, hurries into the hospital.   

INT. HOSPITAL - EMPTY CORRIDORS - NIGHT 

Fang leads his gang in silent single file.  He gestures to 

keep a low profile.   

He waves them past an overnight hospital staffer gripped by a 

vampire movie on his laptop... past a couple of sleeping 

patients... stops Wrench from biting into a patient’s neck -- 

FANG 

You sure this body’s got clean blood? 

INT. HOSPITAL - MORGUE - NIGHT 

Fang and the Vampires check what’s on the menu, pull drawers.  

Check the “vintage” on a couple of toe tags. 

GELT 

All drained!  What the fuck do humans do 

with the blood they sap out of bodies? 

INT. HOSPITAL - WASTE INCINERATION ROOM - NIGHT 

Hungry Vampire Bikers slip into the room.  The Incineration 

Operator, shocked, goes down in a flurry of claws and fangs. 

The starved Vampires tear open gruesome garbage bags. 

FANG 

Watch out for infected needles and blades. 

They rummage autopsy guts, organs, appendix, tonsils, severed 

body parts, circumcision snippets, Tampax, bloody bandages, IV 
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tubes, bags of gooey secretions and mysterious disgusting body 

fluids... but no clean, drinkable blood.  Fanged mouths SNARL. 

FANG 

Fuck this garbage.   

The Vampire Bikers are desperate, turn on Fang appearing in 

the door, pull him to the hot incinerator.  Fang power grips 

the necks of Gelt and Wrench for them to feel the heat of the 

incinerator.  They freeze at the sound of footsteps. 

FANG 

Keep out of sight.   

A big Security Guard gapes as he sees the remains of the dead 

Incineration Operator... and bloody-mouthed Vampires.  The 

Guard whips out his gun, angry as shit. 

SECURITY GUARD 

Motherfuckers --  What’d you do to my bro?!  

Don’t nobody move! 

Fang moves toward him, hands up, sympathetic.  The Security 

Guard SHOOTS.  Fang absorbs the bullet in his chest, one hand 

grips the Guard’s face, other hand grips the Guard’s gun, twists 

to aim it under the Guard’s jaw.  Fang’s eyes are piercing. 

FANG 

We just came to make a withdrawal...  

at the blood bank.  Where is it? 

The terrified Guard points with a tremor. 

FANG 

Thanks for your cooperation. 

Fang looks away, sniffs the Guard scared by the gun under his 

jaw.  With a nod or head shake, the Guard positively answers -- 

FANG 

You don’t take drugs?  You eat well?  Stay 

healthy?  No history of leukemia in your 

family? 

Satisfied with the answers, Fang digs his fangs into the 

Guard’s neck, feeds.  The big Guard squirms, swears -- 

Fang rams the head of the screaming Guard into the incinerator, 

presents the body to his Vampires.   
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FANG 

Have a taste of this hot head. 

They chow down. 

Fang touches the bullet wound in his chest, licks the blood on 

his finger.  The wound heals.  The Vampires follow Fang. 

INT. HOSPITAL - BLOOD BANK - NIGHT 

The Vampires push in, tear open cabinets, find the mother 

lode... bite and suck on blood bags.  But -- 

WRENCH 

Still ain’t enough for all of us!   

Vampire Skinner on the edge not getting any, nods to Wild Cat 

and Four-Fang Janey the former diner Waitress.   

SKINNER 

Let’s hit the gym.  Suck on who’s pumpin’. 

INT. HOSPITAL - EMPTY CORRIDORS - NIGHT 

Diana stealthily moves through empty hospital corridors... now 

stalked by Skinner and Vampire Babes licking their lips, hungry. 

Diana sniffs, listens... pivots to a flutter --  Shoots!  Weapons 

kicked, with breathtaking martial arts she fights Skinner,  

Wild Cat and Four-Fang Janey flashing off walls, ceilings --   

Diana’s slashed clothes reveal her curves are sinewy muscular -- 

Helen, Sheriff Cavanaugh burst in, shocked by what they see.   

Gore, blood... Janey in her gashed Waitress outfit, side of 

her head shot-wounded, bleeding on the floor, tearfully 

reaching out to the Sheriff-- 

SHERIFF 

Janey...? 

He yanks away from Diana and Helen, leans over to help Janey --  

Her nipple fangs pierce upwards as she desperately tries to 

claw out a silver bullet burning in the side of her head -- 

Her SNARLING Vampire face ERUPTS into writhing maggots. 
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Sheriff Cavanaugh slowly rises, twists Diana’s arm, cuffs her.  

Sweat and blood-drenched, Diana eyes Helen -- 

DIANA 

This is the cavalry you brought? 

(to Sheriff) 

You think I killed a waitress?! 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Preachin’ to the choir, lady.  I want this 

Fang fuck for me, for what he did to her. 

Vampire Skinner and Wild Cat with bloody SNAPPING teeth are 

charging back for a second assault, flying with incredible 

speed on opposite walls three feet off the floor. 

Helen and the Sheriff stare like deer in headlights.  Diana, 

handcuffed, twirls, martial arts kick them out of the way. 

DIANA 

Uncuff me!!  More ammo -- ! 

The Sheriff FIRES his revolver.  No effect on the flashing 

Skinner and Wild Cat bouncing off the walls -- 

A bullet blasts into one of Skinner’s fangs.  He gags, hoarks 

up the bullet, spits it aside, snarls as another fang grows in 

to fill the gap in his teeth. 

Helen snatches the cuff keys off the Sheriff, uncuffs Diana, 

returns her silver gun, as the Sheriff back-stumbles out to run. 

Diana pushes Helen out, leads the two Vampires into the -- 

INT. HOSPITAL - WASTE INCINERATION ROOM - NIGHT 

Diana waits.  Vampires silhouettes creep over gore on the floor.   

Diana fires silver bullets --  The Vampires transform into bats, 

flutter-ricochet all over, evade bullets that slow motion swirl 

3D into our bat-fluttered eyes --   

Diana’s silver gun glows hot, jams --  She whips out, aims her 

double-barrel dart gun in the face of a -- 

FORMER WEEKEND WARRIOR VAMPIRE 

Dart gun?  Didn’t your momma warn ya  

that can put out an eye? 
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Diana double-barrel fires two darts into the eyes of the 

Vampire.  His eyes bulge, BURST out with bloody brains. 

Vampire Skinner and Wild Cat grip Diana left and right --  She 

twirls, martial arts kicks Skinner, flips the shrieking Wild 

Cat into the incinerator.  Diana slams a red button. 

Wild Cat twists, screeches, her big cougar MILF silicone breasts 

loom in feel-real 3D -- BURST into flames -- splatter-scorching 

our faces.  Her flaming-hairdo head BLASTS apart in the inferno. 

Diana turns away from the BLAST of FLAMES FLARING out of the 

incinerator that hisses with evaporating gore. 

Skinner shriek-flashes away -- 

INT. HOSPITAL - SMALL WARD - NIGHT 

Two Patients strapped with IV’s and throat tubes stare wide-

eyed as Diana slips in, scorched, reloading her silver gun -- 

Diana raises a hand to calm the muffled terror of the patients. 

A female Cop in uniform has her back to Diana. 

DIANA 

Officer -- 

FEMALE COP 

(turning) 

What seems to be the trouble?  Mam? 

Diana’s eyes widen when she realizes she’s facing Vamp Cop, 

her fangs revealed in her grin. 

The eyes of the two Patients open even wider when they see 

Vampire Gelt standing behind Diana, about to bite her neck. 

Gelt is suddenly yanked back --  Diana, too. 

INT. HOSPITAL - CORRIDOR - NIGHT 

Fang slams and holds Gelt against the wall, while he grips 

Diana by her neck. 

FANG 

Bite her, and you die.  The density of 

occult drugs in her veins can kill you. 
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He gives Diana a charming smile. 

FANG 

Why do I get the impression I’m being 

followed?   

(to other Vampires) 

I told you she’d keep tracking me. 

Fang intimately closes in on Diana.  She struggles, tightly 

gripped by Wrench and Skinner.  She moves her head and 

shoulders as if to protect her neck, vulnerable, bare... 

Fang’s demonic Vampire face nears hers, like the ALIEN hissing 

in Sigourney Weaver’s face. 

FANG 

I  am so attracted... attractive to you. 

Diana glares back.  But he smiles with tolerant patience. 

FANG 

Read any good books lately?  Satanic 

Prophecies?  Your immunity is partial.  

Despite your drugs, the Vampiric remains 

in you, suppressed, unrequited.  I have to 

keep you alive...  Our Destiny is mutual. 

Fang tugs away her hip pack with her last occult needle.   

FANG 

Why do you fight yourself... to be who you 

really are? 

Skinner the transvestite Vampire nods with fresh breasts 

stapled to his sunburnt chest.  Fang stomps the needle barrel. 

FANG 

Forget about being a drug addict.   

Forget about being human.   

DIANA 

I can still fuck things up. 

FANG 

No one can fuck with Destiny. 

(smooth, confident) 

You will never leave me. 
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Fang’s eye is caught by something in the room beyond.  He 

pushes Diana further into Wrench’s custody. 

FANG 

Hold her. 

INT. HOSPITAL - SMALL WARD - NIGHT 

Fang glances at the two bed charts.  He is not pleased. 

FANG 

You want to catch a horrible disease? 

Two Vampires Bikers (former Weekend Warriors) rise from 

feeding on two pale and drained patients on adjoining beds. 

FANG 

You don’t listen?  You suck on sick blood, 

you’re of no use to me.  You’re cut off. 

His crossed arms suddenly shoot out wide apart, claws SLASHING 

the midriffs of both Vampires who slump into writhing halves. 

Fang yanks out their hearts, impales them on an IV stand he 

grips, to show the other Vampires what happens if they disobey. 

FANG 

Stick together.  Do as I say.  Or... 

They get his message, lower their heads to him as their Master.  

The two halved Vampires rot into maggoty stains on the floor. 

INT. HOSPITAL - CORRIDOR - NIGHT 

Gripping Diana... Wrench and Skinner stare at the two Vampire 

hearts impaled on the IV stand Fang grips like a commanding 

staff.  Diana twists with wicked martial arts, escapes.   

Fang leaps out from the room, eyes glowing red, ROARS -- 

INT. HOSPITAL - EMERGENCY ENTRANCE - CORRIDORS - NIGHT / DAWN 

Fang catches up to Diana -- but gets stung by a ray of sunrise. 

DIANA 

So, you want to go out with me? 
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Diana smiles, arms wide, inviting, stepping back as exterior 

doors automatically slide open.  Sunlight intensifies.   

In shade, Fang whips a coil of maintenance wire with a hook 

light, trips Diana to the floor.  He pulls her to him.  Her 

hands grasp, slip on the floor, the entrance moving away... 

CRASH -- Diana’s Jeep SMASHES into the emergency entrance. 

HELEN 

Top o’ the morning, luv.  How ’bout a lift? 

Diana reaches up, grasps Helen’s hand, hangs onto the Jeep as 

it SCREECHES back out, smokin’! 

EXT. HOSPITAL - SMALL TOWN STREET - DAWN / MORNING 

Sheriff Cavanaugh and a range of Deputies are waiting.  They 

converge on the Vampires pushed by Fang into daylight to retrieve 

Diana Van Helsing now BLASTING her occult weapons -- 

Diana drags a Vampire she bagged in her Taser-net -- Witch Bitch, 

pressed down by a cowboy boot in the shade of its owner -- 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Which bitchin’ witch are you?  Yer fuckin’ 

Fang boyfriend comin’ out to git ya?! 

Witch Bitch snaps, spits --  The Sheriff steps aside to no longer 

block the sun blazing behind his head.  Sunlight hits Witch Bitch 

who smokes, sizzles, horribly shrieks -- 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Some wives... gawddamn.  End up lookin’ 

like mothers-in-law. 

Other Vampires are shrieking in the sun, skins burning to the 

bone, eye-poppin’ skull faces still spastically trying to sink 

their fangs into the necks of the Sheriff and Deputies. 

The writhing, blackening Witch Bitch makes Sheriff Cavanaugh 

trip and fall.  Hideously sizzling, fangs dripping, Witch 

Bitch is about to hugely bite the Sheriff’s face -- 

Witch Bitch is tackled off by Diana who then repeatedly shoots 

her silver handgun -- Witch Bitch evasively fast like a black 

spider on her hands and feet, flashes into hospital darkness. 
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The Sheriff rises big and tough, nods thanks to Diana, but 

grimaces at the Glock handgun clicking empty in Diana’s grip. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Yer the kinda gal sweats courage.  But lil’ 

girls shouldn’t play with pea shooters. 

He offers her a 12-gauge shotgun.  She declines.  Shows why. 

She changes clip, fires.  Her grooved silver bullet makes a 

cross-shaped bullet hole in the forehead of a Vampire rushing up. 

And in 3D slow-motion, penetrating skull bone like a silver 

fang, the bullet packed with Holy Water and garlic concentrate, 

blossoms into shrapnel, BLASTS apart the head of the Vampire -- 

explosively drenches us with bloody 3D gore. 

The Sheriff’s impressed, shouts to his freaked Deputies -- 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Give the lady some room!  Move it! 

In the sun hell battle, Vampires EXPLODE into whirls of flame. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Yee-haw! --  Jus’ keep blastin’ them 

burnin’ vermin!   

But what seems victorious is too brief --  Some huge HONKING 

RUMBLE is coming down the street...  A whole convoy of black 

semi-trailers, windows sunproof, black as night -- 

Diana and everyone else dive for cover, overwhelmed by the 

number of black semi-trailer behemoths coming at them. 

The convoy doesn’t stop, bashes the Sheriff’s cruiser into 

Diana’s black Jeep -- 

Freshly bitten hospital Interns and Patients SNARL demonically 

in sunlight, some trailing FLAMES --  ride away on the Vampire 

Bikes -- with Fang and his Vampire Bikers inside their coffins. 

The Bikers race to the convoy opening back doors, ROARING away. 

They’re gone.  It’s quiet.  A maggot crawls in a Vampire stain.  

The Sheriff heel grinds it. 
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EXT. FREEWAY TO L.A. - OVER AND UNDERPASSES - DAY 

The smoking Bikers get out of the sun by riding into the backs 

of black semi-trailers driven by Vampire Truckers.   

The Vampiric convoy of black semi-trailers snakes by freeway 

signs that lead to L.A. 

DIANA  (OS) 

L.A. doesn’t know what kind of plague is 

going to hit it. 

EXT. HOSPITAL - SMALL TOWN STREET - DAY 

HELEN 

Everyone in L.A. a bloodsucker -- 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

What else is new? 

DIANA 

How do you stop that kind of convoy? 

HELEN 

Call in the army! 

DIANA 

Think they’ll believe us? 

The Sheriff eyes Diana, pushes back his hat, sucks his teeth. 

He kicks at some bloodstains on the pavement... all maggoty 

traces of the killed Vampires disintegrating into nothingness. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

 (aside to surviving Deputy Jake) 

Anyone take a video?  Nope.  Who’d believe 

any video, anyway.  Be seen as some 

fifteen seconds of YouTube scam fame. 

(to Diana) 

Where you goin’ -- 

Diana leaps into her Jeep, tears it away from the bashed cruiser, 

raises her old book of “Satanic Prophecies”.  Taps her watch. 

DIANA 

6-6-6.  Got a date with Destiny.  Now. 
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HELEN 

Wait! 

Helen jumps in, next to Diana.  The black Jeep SCREECHES away. 

A Deputy drives in with a cruiser.  The Sheriff PEELS after 

Diana in the WHOOPING cruiser, radios his Deputy left behind -- 

SHERIFF 

No one else saw what we saw, knows what we 

know, unless we get evidence. 

EXT. FREEWAY TO L.A. - TRUCKERS’ REST STOP - NIGHTFALL 

Semi-trailers parked with blacked-out windows look threatening. 

Some Vampire Bikers back their Harleys out of the trailers.  The 

Truckers’ Diner emits an eating frenzy, screams in a bloodlust. 

EXT. ROADBLOCK - FOREST THROUGHWAY - NIGHT 

Sheriff Cavanaugh’s cruiser visible in an aerial view leads 

two other cruisers in a shortcut, to cut off the convoy.  The 

cruisers fit into a tense red-flashing roadblock. 

RUMBLING in from the horizon... Vampire Bikers ride Harley hogs 

with skeletal frames customized by Wrench the demon mechanic, 

still tightening bolts with a wrench while riding his blaring 

Harley.  With unlit cigar butt, he grins at Gelt riding up -- 

WRENCH 

Kinda garage service I never gave when I 

worked at Walmart. 

FANG 

(roaring by on his Harley) 

Can’t keep a dead man down. 

Wrench’s trike even has spare tires with metal fangs that 

shoot up through the treads, made to bite into pavement, make 

the wheels grip, spin ’n’ cut like circular saws.   

Sheriff and deputies behind roadblock cruisers cock their guns, 

face the enemy in a stand-off.  The Vampire Bikers salivate, 

stare down the cops for one huge road-hog chicken run --  Their 

rumbling is taunting.  Fanged tires ready to tear up the road. 
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DEPUTY JAKE 

(gripping cruiser mike aside) 

Sheriff, we ain’t getting any backup.  Some 

female biker cop called HQ, said all this 

is a joke.  It’s just us, who we got here. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

No buncha bat bikers is gonna git through 

me ’n’ my gunslingin’ boys.  Not on my 

shift.  Not while I got any bat-burnin’ 

spit in my hide.   

Sheriff Cavanaugh pops another clump of garlic like a jawful of 

chewin’ tobacco.  Spits.  Knife-shaves a billyclub into a stake. 

His shotgun and pistol-packing Deputies wrap garlands of 

garlic around their necks, grip sharpened wood stake baseball 

bats, crank revving chainsaws behind their cruisers. 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

We as ready as ever to kick ’n’ split some 

big bat asses, cut down these Biker fucks 

who killed our hometown friends.   

DEPUTY JAKE 

Some of ’em used to be our hometown friends.   

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH  

(sees Vamp Cop Biker in binoculars) 

Dead to us now.  Ain’t no friends no more. 

(yells) 

Hit ’em, first! -- 

Hell Ain’t Hot Enough for Me by The Meteors kinda music revs -- 

grindhouse rockabilly, “Show these suckers...” 

The Sheriff and Deputies blaze guns at the oncoming convoy -- 

Bullets zip through the bodies of Vampire Bikers who SHRIEK, 

laugh, ROAR on -- some gored by bat stakes and snarling 

chainsaws --  But the Vampire force CUTS the cops and cruisers 

to shreds, Biker wheels spinning with circular-saw teeth. 

The spinning front wheel of Vamp Cop’s Harley cuts through a 

Deputy’s skull, 3D cuts our POV with bloody brain splatters -- 

A BLARING black semi-trailer PLOWS through the roadblock. 
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Sheriff Cavanaugh crawls out from under the tatters of an 

overturned cruiser.  The convoy literally cut through him.   

Diana rushes up.  The ornery Sheriff eyes the lower half of 

his body cut away, on the road... 

SHERIFF CAVANAUGH 

Just a flesh wound. 

(gasping his last to Diana) 

Go git ’em, girl. 

Diana rises, grimly resolved.  But as she’s about to climb 

into her black Jeep, she doubles over with internal cramps.  

Helen helps her stumble into the passenger side. 

INT. BLACK JEEP - NIGHT 

At the wheel, Helen stares in disbelief at Diana’s stomach 

growing with demonic movements -- 

DIANA  

I know what’s growing in me.   

(points to convoy) 

Keep after them... 

She’s weak, losing strength, in no shape to fight. 

HELEN 

No way we can fight them on our own. 

Diana grimaces, conflicted, fighting with every fiber of her 

body and soul.  But exhausted by her internal battle, she’s 

turning into a Vampiress.  Fangs starting to show. 

DIANA 

Sheriff was right.  Cuff me.  

Helen shakes her head at the cuffs Diana raises. 

DIANA 

(eyes flash red) 

So I won’t turn on you. 

Diana pulls out her Jeep’s occult needle kit.  Out of drugs. 

HELEN 

No one can stop that horde from reaching 

L.A.   
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DIANA 

I am... going to help them.   

HELEN 

What? 

DIANA 

(grips her growing stomach) 

’Cause now, I’m a Mother... fuckin’ 

Vampiress. 

EXT./INT. BLACK JEEP - DRIVING - HIGHWAY - CONVOY - DAY 

Helen drives, Diana rests, hand cuffed to a seat post near her 

door.  The black convoy is hauling ass down the highway. 

DIANA 

Keep them view... us, out of view. 

HELEN 

What can we do?  When those semi-trailers 

open, unleash blood-sucking demons, L.A. 

will turn into a city of Vampires. 

DIANA 

That’s just the beginning.  Fang’s  

got a bigger plan. 

(painfully grips her stomach) 

With the demon seed he planted in me. 

Helen see Diana’s belly is noticeably growing.  Diana’s 

weakening... grips her book of “Satanic Prophecies”. 

DIANA 

He’ll unleash a plague of Evil across 

America... across the world.  And he can 

start it all... with the blood of my 

unborn child.  I have to find a way -- 

Helen stares, speechless, at the strange internal movements in 

Diana’s growing belly.  Helen jolts as an aggressive inner 

kick makes Diana bend and moan. 

Helen drives, is about to put a comforting hand on Diana’s 

shoulder, but she holds back her touch. 

HELEN 

Do you believe in... abortion? 
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DIANA 

It’s too late.  Growing fast, feel it in 

every fiber.  We’re one.  It dies, I die. 

Diana’s faint, can barely keep her head up. 

DIANA 

The drugs I’ve been taking... altered my 

blood... metabolism, DNA... of his child... 

She doubles over, gasps. 

DIANA 

... my child ... 

EXT. BLACK JEEP - ROAD - FOREST - NIGHT 

The Jeep’s wheels brake, grind gravel by the side of the road.   

HELEN 

They’ve stopped. 

EXT. BLACK CONVOY - ROAD - FOREST - NIGHT 

Behind the stopped black semi-trailers, Gelt dismounts his 

Harley, glances over his shoulder at the black Jeep that 

turned off its lights to blend in the darkness of the road. 

FANG 

What is it?  Why’d you signal to stop? 

GELT 

She’s following us.  Close.  Why don’t we 

just kill the bitch here -- 

Fang grabs Gelt with one hand, pushes him into the radiator 

grill of a stopped black semi-trailer. 

FANG 

She bears my son --  My mission is his!  

Ours.   

(closer) 

You, nobody, touches a hair on her body, 

not a drop of his blood -- 

(to Vampire Bikers) 

Till we reach the Gates of Hell -- 
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(raises “Satanic Prophecies” book) 

Sacrificed in Satan’s Pool of Blood,  

the blood of my son... will change us all  

into an unkillable breed! 

EXT./INT. BLACK JEEP - ROAD - FOREST - NIGHT 

Diana lunges at Helen, grabs the silver Glock handgun in the 

driver’s door panel pocket.  Diana puts the gun to her head. 

DIANA 

If I die, my child dies... 

HELEN 

NO!!  That won’t stop the plague --  

You’re the only one who knows what to do! 

Diana weakly gets out, drops to her knees, still cuffed to the 

seat post.  Vomits. 

HELEN 

What about... What about a transfusion? 

Helen tosses the gun back in the Jeep, tries to help Diana up. 

HELEN 

Is it too late?...  Is it too LATE? 

Owl hoots and other creepy rustling sounds make Helen turn 

with paranoia.  Diana nods to the black convoy moving on. 

DIANA  

Don’t lose them. 

INT. BLACK JEEP - DRIVING - NIGHT 

Helen drives, her neck stared at by Diana, her fangs growing, 

her eyes glowing red...  Diana tugs, rattles her handcuffs. 

DIANA 

(hisses) 

My child needs nourishment...   

Helen turns, horrified. 

DIANA  

(then more like Diana) 

Helen... help me... 
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EXT. BLACK JEEP - DRIVING - FREEWAY - NIGHT 

The Jeep SWERVES crazily, stops with its nose in a ditch lit 

by the headlights. 

INT. BLACK JEEP - FREEWAY - NIGHT 

Helen can’t believe what she’s seeing --  Though Diana’s turning 

into a horrifying beast, her eyes brim with sorrow. 

DIANA 

God... forgive me... 

Diana BITES, slashes her own wrists with her long fangs. 

HELEN 

Diana...!  NO -- 

DIANA 

It’s the only way.   

Diana gashes her own jugular with her nails now turned to 

claws.  Blood spurts all over as she viciously SNARLS. 

EXT. L.A. COUNTY - SMALL HOSPITAL - NIGHT 

The black Jeep SCREECHES to a stop before the emergency 

entrance.  Helen rushes out -- 

Gripping Diana’s bleeding neck and wrist, Helen pulls Diana --  

An Intern wipes sleep from his eyes, yanks a gurney -- 

INT. L.A. COUNTY - SMALL HOSPITAL - NIGHT 

Blood-soaked, Helen listens to a Doctor. 

DOCTOR 

She’s lost a lot of blood.  She was almost 

drained, barely alive.  With a transfusion--   

HELEN 

Her child...? 

DOCTOR 

The good fight’s not over. 

(off Helen’s intense look) 

We’re doing what we can. 
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INT. L.A. COUNTY - SMALL HOSPITAL - ROOM - NIGHT 

Diana’s eyes open, see Helen staring at her.  Helen’s lips are 

moving, but no sounds come out.  She’s silently praying, her 

fingers moving over the beads of a rosary. 

It’s dark, thunder RUMBLES outside the black window. 

DIANA 

Why...  Why did you stop me? 

HELEN 

Suicides lose their souls. 

(closer) 

We can’t lose yours. 

She kisses and extends the rosary.  Diana’s silent, hard. 

HELEN 

Do you believe in God? 

DIANA 

Used to.  After I saw how he created 

Evil...  Haven’t heard from him since. 

HELEN 

He’s still part of you, me.  Who do you 

think gave you your drive to survive, your 

strength to evolve beyond yourself?     

DIANA 

God... left me alone. 

HELEN 

I’m still here. 

Diana’s intense eyes glitter, in appreciation.  Helen places a 

gentle hand on Diana’s belly, with an intensity beyond her, 

looks deeply into Diana’s eyes.   

HELEN 

A child gives you a reason to live. 

In Helen’s hand, the rosary crucifix glitters, like Diana’s eyes.  

She reads from the “Satanic Prophecies” book Helen brought in. 

DIANA 

It says I’m to see the Light.  The Fate  

of Humanity is in my hands. 
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Diana grimaces, both hands on her belly, pained by a cramp.  

She reaches for the silver crucifix on the rosary.  Resolute, 

grips it.  She arches her back in a horrifying spasm --   

But she keeps her grip on the silver crucifix... as it BURNS 

itself like a brand into her palm. 

EXT. FREEWAY TO L.A. - OFF-RAMP TO SAN GABRIEL MINES - NIGHT 

Fang’s hand revs his Harley leading his convoy of Vampire Bikers 

and black semi-trailers flashing by a sign:  “L.A. -- 20 Miles”. 

The heart of L.A. glitters, laid out before Fang.  Red tail 

lights blur like blood in freeway “arteries”.  He smiles demonic. 

FANG  (VO) 

The end of L.A., and the world as we know 

it, begins like this...  I will spread the 

Word.  And it is “Blood”.  Satan’s Blood.   

Fang leads the convoy on an off-ramp to the San Gabriel mines. 

INT. L.A. COUNTY - SMALL HOSPITAL - ROOM - NIGHT 

Despite her weakness, Diana struggles to get out of bed.   

Helen gestures for her to rest.  She notices Diana’s belly is 

showing the ever accelerated growth of her unborn child. 

DIANA 

I’ve got to get to San Gabriel. 

She grips her ancient book of “Satanic Prophecies”. 

DIANA 

My child’s life depends on it. 

(closer) 

Same goes for humanity. 

EXT. ABANDONED SAN GABRIEL MINES - “GHOST TOWN” - NIGHT 

The convoy of bikes and black semi-trailers THUNDERS, stops 

before the “ghost town” buildings of an abandoned gold mine.  

The mine and a nearby cemetery lie next to a ground fault line 

that leads to the night horizon. 
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FANG 

Welcome to the San Andreas Fault...  

and what Hell lies beneath. 

Fang leads the Vampires into a mine shaft beyond the cemetery. 

INT. MINE SHAFT - CAVE VAULT - SATAN’S POOL OF BLOOD - NIGHT 

Eerie stalactites and stalagmites give the impression they’re 

entering the roaring mouth of a monstrous vampire demon.  

They descend into a dark vault where agelessly burning wall 

torches reveal a wide rock ledge that overlooks the dark red...    

FANG 

Satan’s Pool of Blood.  Deep beneath this 

pool lie The Gates of Hell.  

The blood-red pool is lit by an angelic light coming down through 

the vault ceiling.  The Vampires avert their eyes. 

GELT 

Where’s that light coming from? 

FANG 

The San Gabriel Church by the cemetery.  

That light is the only thing keeping the 

Gates of Hell sealed.  

(turns, smiles) 

Guess what we’re going to do to that 

Church? 

EXT./INT. BLACK JEEP - OFF-RAMP TO SAN GABRIEL MINES - NIGHT 

Helen drives.  Diana reads from the “Satanic Prophecies” book. 

EXT./INT. SAN GABRIEL CHURCH - NIGHT 

The San Gabriel Church on a rise emanates an eerie yet angelic 

glow over the cemetery.  Visible in a window of the Church... 

DIANA  (VO) 

“Inside the San Gabriel Church is a holy 

“Sun of God” Crucifix, a daylight sun 

Force that lights the Night, held aloft  

by a statue of the Archangel Gabriel.” 
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EXT./INT. BLACK JEEP - ROAD TO SAN GABRIEL MINES - NIGHT 

Diana checks a map with fissures that indicate... 

DIANA 

The Gates to Hell are located in a major 

epicenter... of the San Andreas earthquake 

fault line. 

INT. CAVE VAULT - SATAN’S POOL OF BLOOD - NIGHT 

From the rock ledge, Fang and the Vampire Bikers stare down at 

deep subsurface movements in Satan’s Pool of Blood. 

DIANA  (VO) 

An ancient force has been struggling to be 

unleashed from the epicenter of every 

earthquake in L.A... a horribly greater 

Evil than people realize. 

FANG 

Mankind has no idea... the Apocalypse is 

about to begin. 

Fang oversees Vampire Bikers bringing cinder blocks and a 

metal chute from the abandoned “San Gabriel Mines”...  

The Vampire Biker named Bomber carries in a heavy old crate, 

gently lays it down.  Crate warnings:  “DANGER.  Explosives.”  

FANG 

Bomber... your demolition skills were 

destined for The Satanic Prophecy, 

“6-6-6”.  Sixth day, sixth hour,  

sixth minute.  Now is your time to...    

Fang caresses Bomber’s crate of explosives. 

FANG 

Fuckin’ flatten that church and its  

“Sun of God” crucifix. 

Fang is pleased with the Demonic sacrificial altar the Bikers 

built.  Wrench chains the metal chute leaning on the rock ledge 

over Satan’s Pool of Blood. 

WRENCH 

For a nice blood bath in Satan’s Pool. 
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Fang closes his eyes, grabs Gelt by the neck, pulls him close. 

FANG 

She is coming, I can feel her...   

Bring her to me, with her “New Blood”.   

Fang reads incantations from the “Satanic Prophecies” book... 

overlooking Satan’s Pool of Blood which begins to boil.  

FANG 

Lord Satan, thy will be done,  

on Earth as it is in Hell.  

EXT. SAN GABRIEL CHURCH - LIGHT AND SHADOWS - NIGHT 

Bomber hunch-hauls the crate of explosives toward the Church.  

But the intense white light of the Sun symbol in the heart of 

the “Sun of God” crucifix is a force that repels Bomber. 

Bomber gasps in shadows, neck suddenly squeezed by Fang. 

FANG 

Find a way, or I’ll strip the flesh off 

your bones. 

BOMBER 

I could... place the explosives on the 

fault line... that goes under the Church. 

FANG 

Church swallowed in an opening crack of 

Hell.  I can live with that. 

BOMBER 

This will initiate a fuckin’ historic quake 

on the West Coast.  Millions will die. 

FANG 

For us.  The blood flow will feed us  

and the hungry rising from Hell. 

(raises “Satanic Prophecies” book) 

Now we just need her sacrifice. 

EXT. BLACK JEEP - DRIVING - NIGHT 

Diana stares at “sacrifice...” in her “Satanic Prophecies” book.   

Driving, Helen sees two Priests wave by a car with its hood up.   
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HELEN 

Priests!  Maybe these guys can help us --   

Diana reacts to a stab of pain in her belly. 

HELEN 

What if you give birth in the Church? 

EXT. BLACK JEEP - ROADSIDE - NIGHT 

Helen opens the Jeep door for the Priests.  They see Diana. 

The Priests suddenly transform into Vampires Bikers, Wrench 

and Gelt.  They muffle Helen and Diana with rags of ether.  

Two real Priests lay by the roadside, torn bloody. 

INT. CAVE VAULT - SATAN’S POOL OF BLOOD - NIGHT 

Diana wakes, struggles, strapped to the Demonic altar of rock 

... to give birth on the chute over Satan’s Pool of Blood. 

Fang casts aside Diana’s anti-vampire drug paraphernalia. 

FANG 

All gone, now.  But the drugs served to 

mutate your DNA.  Time for you to release 

your true nature, let your blood flow 

free, with a little... sacrifice. 

Fang rests a hand on Diana’s belly, her belt-strapped legs open 

before the metal slide over Satan’s Pool of Blood.  Stalagmites 

rise out of the Pool like crooked fangs in the mouth of Hell. 

FANG 

Our child... our blood, gift to Satan. 

DIANA 

NO!!  I won’t give birth! 

FANG 

(smiles benevolently) 

Our Destiny is beyond you.  Our child’s 

blood will create, live, in a New Breed. 

Fang raises the “Satanic Prophecies” before the Vampire Bikers. 
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FANG 

We blow away the San Gabriel Church and 

its limiting light --  The San Andreas 

Gates of Hell open, unleash the greatest 

Demon horde to transform humanity! 

The Vampire Bikers glare in anticipation, gripping Helen on 

the verge of becoming a blood feast in an orgy of fangs. 

FANG 

By our 6-6-6 dawn, this child catalyst in 

Satan’s Pool of Blood will transform into 

a mist we and all demons will breathe -- 

to transform, walk and feed in sunlight! 

The Vampire Bikers bare and snap their teeth in rabid frenzy. 

FANG 

An airborne plague will turn the sun red, 

spread in wind currents a Vampiric virus 

infecting the world’s blood with the most 

powerful Contagion of Satan... the 

original Vampire. 

Fang leans over Diana bound to the Demonic sacrificial altar. 

FANG 

I’m grateful for your body and soul. 

Diana struggles intensely, but she’s tightly bound. 

DIANA 

Fuck your bullshit!  If everyone turns 

into Vampires... there’ll be no other 

choice for you but to feed off each other. 

(glares) 

That’s vampiric cannibalism.  You’ll all 

die out, starved for fresh human blood.  

Wally Gelt looks worried, turns to Fang.  He smiles confidently.   

Diana reacts in pain, as Fang pulls a long pin out of her 

pregnant belly.  He tastes the blood off the long pin. 

FANG 

Mm.  Almost done.  Type “O”.  The majority 

of humans will turn, feed off humans of 

lesser blood types which we’ll breed and 
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keep alive... with veins full, human 

gourds of ever-fresh blood.   

(closer) 

We’ll cultivate, savor some nice vintages.  

Yours will be a special reserve. 

WRENCH 

For a taste, let’s start with her.   

He eyes Helen.  She’s hysterical, firmly held by two Vampires. 

DIANA 

Motherfucking parasites --  Leave her alone! 

Diana spits with disgust at Fang.  He calmly leans in. 

FANG 

That’s hypocritical, isn’t it?  For 

centuries humans never had any qualms 

about sucking milk from livestock. 

(rises with disdain) 

We follow natural laws.  We survive, 

evolve, because we are the fittest.  The 

pathetic human race doesn’t deserve to 

overpopulate, pollute our world. 

Diana suffers the anguish of stabbing birth pangs --  FLAMES 

rise to her rhythm of pain from Satan’s Pool of Blood below.   

DIANA 

Listen to me --  This birth -- is too 

difficult --  My body can’t, won’t take it.  

I’m going to die --  Helen’s a pharmacist --  

I need her as a midwife -- 

(glares into Fang’s eyes) 

Or our baby will die before it’s born. 

Diana shrieks, twisted by the pain of birth complications.  

She gasps, shouts to Helen -- 

DIANA 

Get the medical kit from the Jeep -- glove 

compartment -- see it in the “light” -- 

EXT./INT. BLACK JEEP - NIGHT 

Helen quickly rummages through the glove compartment -- 
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HELEN 

There’s no medical kit! 

She sees a switch next to the glove compartment, marked 

“Light”.  She flicks the switch -- 

EXT. BLACK JEEP - NIGHT 

The Jeep’s roof panels suddenly snap up -- SOLAR PANELS that 

glare BLINDING LIGHT -- 

The two Vampires escorting Helen grip their burning faces, 

HOWLING -- drop to their knees, melting in FLAMES! 

EXT./INT. CAVE VAULT - DEMONIC ALTAR - NIGHT 

The black Jeep ROARS in, SOLAR PANELS, fog lights, flashers, 

all lights BLARING, lighting up the whole cave vault! 

Eye-bursting Vampires, hair and skin on fire, chaotically claw 

to reach shadows, spasm into maggoty disintegrations. 

The Jeep bashes a corner of the Demonic stone altar.  Helen 

leaps out of the Jeep with a machete, slashes at leather 

straps, frees Diana -- 

Diana kicks the metal chute --  It falls, splashes, sinks 

HISSING into Satan’s Pool of Blood. 

A burning Vampire rises snarling behind Helen --  Diana grabs, 

flashes the machete.  The Vampire body drops, next to its 

severed burning head, fangs snapping in death throes. 

Diana and Helen scramble into the Jeep, see the solar panels 

flickering, dying out. 

INT. BLACK JEEP - NIGHT 

Diana at the wheel backs up, SMASHING burning Vampires. 

DIANA 

Problem with solar panels... they don’t 

last. 

She grabs her Bible out of a small padded compartment.  Heaves 

it back at Fang chasing the Jeep. 
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DIANA 

Heed the Word of the Lord. 

Fang sees the Bible flutter, release its hidden nitroglycerin. 

EXT. CAVE VAULT - NIGHT 

Out of the cave BLAST, the black Jeep ROARS, some solar panels 

smashing off.  The remaining solar panels losing light. 

INT. CAVE VAULT - DEMONIC ALTAR - NIGHT 

In shadow Fang’s eyes snap open.  Half his face is burnt -- 

He rises in silent fury over the demolished Demonic altar. 

EXT. ABANDONED MINE - UP TO SAN GABRIEL CHURCH - NIGHT 

The black Jeep stops in a cloud of dust before the Church. 

Diana’s gripping her belly in pain, her head on the steering 

wheel, panting in pre-birth agony. 

She eyes Helen staring at the bloody machete between them. 

HELEN 

What now?  You give birth, I cut the 

umbilical... or the baby? 

Diana shakes her head, panting.  She grabs the machete. 

DIANA 

We’re going to Church. 

INT. SAN GABRIEL CHURCH - NIGHT 

Barring the Church door with a pew, Helen helps Diana stumble in 

pain up the aisle, toward the intensely white-glowing  

“Sun of God” crucifix... her skin darkening in the heat. 

DIANA 

My child... may have a chance, if it’s 

born in this Light... before Fang destroys 

this Church.  
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EXT. SAN GABRIEL CHURCH - NIGHT 

Vampires stealthily contort in the shadows surrounding the San 

Gabriel Church in a force field of glowing white light. 

FANG 

Bomber.  Bring your crate. 

Fang is flanked by Gelt and Wrench, not staring directly at the 

Church.  Fang raises his book of “Satanic Prophecies” -- 

FANG 

Satan damn it!  If my child is born in 

that Light, he may become The Immune... 

the ultimate Vampire killer who can 

procreate other beings immune to us. 

Bomber and Wrench carry the crate of explosives. 

FANG 

Extinguish that Light --  Replace it by 

Night -- ! 

BOMBER 

Night -- roglycerine. 

Bomber and Wrench descend with the crate into the San Andreas 

Fault crevice that disappears under the Church. 

INT. SAN GABRIEL CHURCH - NIGHT 

In the white light of crucifix, Diana’s SHRIEKS tear the air, 

her skin burning, smoking.  She gives birth to her Child.   

Helen holds the Newborn up in the blinding white Light emanating 

from the “Sun of God” Crucifix.  Diana’s eyes tearfully glitter. 

Bathed in the glowing beauty of a cross of Holy Light... the 

demonic red glow in the Child’s eyes transform to angelic white. 

DIANA 

He’s... Immune! 

Diana embraces her glowing Newborn, crying, and her burning 

flesh starts to heal.  Helen glances out a window. 

HELEN 

Our troubles aren’t over. 
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(to Diana and the newborn) 

Immune to this Light... and Vampire bites?  

But not explosives, right? 

Suddenly, the Child starts coughing, weakening.   

HELEN 

What’s wrong? 

DIANA 

I don’t know! 

Dark shadows stir outside the window.  The Baby’s coughs, gasps. 

HELEN 

We’re surrounded. 

DIANA 

My child needs help now, or he’ll die.   

EXT. SAN ADREAS FAULT DITCH - CHURCH - NIGHT 

Behind a rock, Bomber presses the plunger of the detonator wired 

to the heavy chest of mining dynamite.  Wrench hits the dirt.  

Nothing happens.  The Church keeps glowing heavenly white. 

Bomber raises a detached wire next to the detonator plunger. 

BOMBER 

Fuckin’ old mining crap. 

EXT. SAN GABRIEL CHURCH - JEEP - NIGHT 

In Church Light, Helen helps Diana and her Baby into the Jeep.   

EXT. SAN ADREAS FAULT DITCH - CHURCH - NIGHT 

Bomber SPARKS the detonator wire --  Wrench hunches.  Nothing. 

WRENCH 

FUCKIN’ OLD MINING CRAP! 

Near the explosives, Bomber raises a wire and a blasting cap.   

BOMBER 

Fuckin’ old --   
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BOOM!  Bomber DISINTEGRATES in bloody spatters.  His smoking 

body parts arcing in the Sun Light of the Church BURST  

like fireworks.  A chunk of Bomber’s fanged jaw drops to the 

ground near Wrench’s face. 

WRENCH 

Damn...  Rest In Pieces. 

EXT. SAN GABRIEL CHURCH - NIGHT 

Under the Church and Jeep, the ground HEAVES with a reddish 

glow --  The white Light of the Church intensifies -- 

Helen guns the Jeep to the road -- blocked by Vampires.   

Diana yanks a lever -- side Gatling guns unclamp.  Cluster 

barrels fire wooden stakes piercing Vampire chests -- 

Vampire Witch Bitch twirls -- a stake drives through the side 

of both her breasts -- 

The Jeep SMASHES through a gate line of Vampires --   

Impaled bodies THUD, squirm, burn --  The Jeep’s knobby wheels 

WHINE, spin-disembowel Vampires -- gore 3D SPLATTERS back --   

Helen works the stick shift -- but the Jeep is swarmed.  

Vampires clamber like fast SNAPPING hyenas, SNARLING demonic 

baboons, mouths gaping, SNAP dripping fangs -- 

Fang SLAMS onto the Jeep roof, kicks away the last faltering 

solar panels -- 

EXT. SAN GABRIEL CEMETERY - MAUSOLEUM - NIGHT 

Wrench and Gelt drag Diana into the shadow of the Mausoleum 

blocking the white Light of the Church.   

Helen’s also yanked in, gripped by Vamp Cop and Skinner. 

Fang walks in, gently breathing on and cuddling the newborn 

Baby in his arms. 

FANG 

You’re Daddy’s boy, aren’t you?  Yes, you 

are -- 

Fang stares down hypnotically, turns to smile at Diana. 
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FANG 

Don’t you think he has my eyes? 

Fang’s eyes glow hypnotically red.  So do the Baby’s. 

FANG 

Since we can’t get close enough... You  

take this unblown dynamite into the heart 

of that Church, blast the Crucifix. 

DIANA 

You’re out of your fucking mind.  You want 

me to blow open the Gates of Hell? 

WITCH BITCH 

(like it’s obvious) 

Hell, yeah.  Bitch. 

Witch Bitch approaches, the wood stake still through the sides 

of both her breasts.  Hand on a hip, she taunts -- 

WITCH BITCH 

’Like my double-D piercing? 

She snakes around Fang, jealously holds his arm, eyes the Baby. 

WITCH BITCH 

I’m the one you choose... to drown the kid 

in Satan’s Pool of Blood, right? 

DIANA 

NO!!! 

FANG 

Bring the dynamite. 

Wrench brings Diana a two-wheeled dolly strapped with all the 

unblown dynamite from the crate.  Diana refuses to touch it. 

FANG 

Decide if our child lives or dies.  Choose. 

(closer, low) 

Church... or child. 

Diana’s torn... glances at the Church, her every fiber wanting 

to reach for her Baby dangerously close to Witch Bitch’s claws.     
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DIANA 

This baby is your child, too --  You can’t 

kill your own son! 

FANG 

I can.  Like your God killed his own son. 

(almost offering the Baby) 

Just watch if your God stops me. 

DIANA 

NO!  I’ll do it.  Give me the dynamite. 

Fang peers at her, as if gauging how far she’ll go. 

FANG 

You’re with me, now.  You will release 

Satan’s Contagion. 

DIANA  

Your plan won’t work.  It’s a dead end. 

FANG 

Dead end of your world as you know it.  

Weasely Vampire Wally Gelt approaches the Baby.  He gives it a 

little finger poke.   

GELT 

Nice plump, red-blooded ’Merican. 

Diana glares, wants to tear Gelt apart. 

DIANA 

(to Fang) 

I’ll blow up the Church.  Give my baby to 

Helen for safekeeping. 

FANG 

Um.  I don’t think so.   

He hands the Baby to Witch Bitch who smiles, feeling 

ultimately favored by Fang.  But since Witch Bitch doesn’t 

know how to hold the Infant, she keeps it at arm’s length. 

FANG 

We’ll wait right here.  If you take time 

... we’ll have Helen, for a quick snack. 

He gestures to Wrench gripping Helen. 
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FANG 

Set the timer for one minute. 

(makes Diana hold the dolly) 

Hold tight.  Don’t make any sudden moves.  

This old dynamite is unstable.   

(closer, low) 

Move it away.  Now. 

Diana eyes her Baby, as if for the last time.   

With a last look at Helen gripped by Vampires, Diana walks to 

the Church, trembling grasp on the dynamite-strapped dolly. 

Helen twists, bolts, snatches the Baby from Witch Bitch’s 

arms, leaps into Diana’s Jeep, grabs Diana’s silver handgun, 

starts BLASTING Vampires left and right. 

HELEN 

Do unto others as they would do unto you! 

Diana heaves the dynamite dolly into a group of Vampires 

revving their hot bikes --  The EXPLOSION is deafening -- 

Bashing transformer wires, Vampire Tooth Boltz bites electricity. 

Metal pieces and bloody body parts rain down.  The longhorn 

bull skull of Vampire Gelt CLUMPS, bites desert dust.  Bills 

he stole from ATM machines, kept in a Gelt money belt, flutter 

about like confetti, some sticking to the bloody bull skull... 

The SWERVING Jeep LOOMS -- CRUSHES the skull -- 

The Jeep forces Fang to wedge his coffin sidecar in truck wheels.   

Diana leaps for one of the Jeep’s roll bars --   

EXT. MAUSOLEUM - PARKING LOT - NIGHT 

With one arm still holding the Baby, Helen drives over grass 

to the parking lot exit --  She looks back horrified as Diana 

drags -- with Witch Bitch clinging to her! 

Helen swerves -- Witch Bitch’s swung body SLAMS into a tombstone.   

Then CLANK -- in front -- bloody Gelt grips, climbs the Jeep hood 

-- claws, pounds the windshield before Helen’s horrified face! 
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Helen sticks her arm out the side window, TASERS Gelt --  His 

BARBED WIRE bandana LIGHTS UP, SPARKING!  He shrieks, batters -- 

The Jeep brakes.  Gelt slams, C-C-R-ACCKS his spine backwards 

at a ninety-degree angle, against a monolith tombstone. 

He awkwardly gets up, barbed-wire head smoking, spine unnaturally 

bent back, stumbles to straighten with bone-cracking sounds -- 

Diana hoists herself into the back of the Jeep -- KICK-WHACKS 

the clinging Witch Bitch in the face. 

Witch Bitch claws in an ultimate fists ’n’ kicks cat fight.  

Shoulder bared, Bitch gasps, caresses an old Witch tattoo. 

WITCH BITCH 

He won’t like you, when you’re old. 

I made me a spell keeps me young forever! 

DIANA 

Like... Dorian Gray? 

Witch Bitch grins, invincible.  Diana whips out the Saint Joan 

crucifix-hilt sword from the Jeep, stabs the old Witch tattoo. 

Blade in its throat, the Old Witch tattoo starts looking 

younger -- while the real Witch Bitch shrieks, horribly aging! 

Witch Bitch grips the sharp blade, grabs at her face, can’t 

stop it from wrinkling.  She averts her face as she hears -- 

FANG  (OS) 

Diana --  

WITCH BITCH 

NO-O-O-O-O-O-O-o-o-o-o!!! 

As Fang rushes into view --  Witch Bitch ages fast, bursts clumps 

of fetid lipo-plastic surgery, foul-smelling, bad-tasting --   

Helen grimaces, vomit-spits a bloody bit --  A pair of stake 

shish-kebabbed breast implants plop onto the tarmac before Fang.  

(Patsy Cline lyrics waft in the air, “I Fall to Pieces”, or 

“Strange (How You Stopped Lovin’ Me) / How you stopped needing 

me / when she came along”).   

Skinner the transvestite Vampire Biker reaches for the silicone 

breast implants, gets his hands crushed by the Jeep’s spinning 

wheels -- silicone and bloody knuckles spurting into 3D view -- 
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EXT. FREEWAY - JEEP - DRIVING - NIGHT 

Witch Bitch’s long fright wig blows end-to-end across the 

highway like a pointed hairsprayed tumbleweed.   

Vampires keep attacking the black Jeep swerving onto the 

freeway.  Diana kicks or elbows clinging Vampires in the face. 

She whips a tarp off the back of her Jeep -- reveals a whaler’s 

cannon loaded with a wooden silver-bladed harpoon. 

Helen intensely drives as Diana fires and loads harpoons, handgun 

shooting silver bullets at demonic Vampires flying in pursuit.   

Vamp Cop flies down, clawing at Diana, SNARLING, gory fangs 

SNAPPING.  Diana kicks Vamp Cop, swivels the harpoon cannon -- 

DIANA 

Wanna stop me for speeding?  Suck on this. 

Vamp Cop -- frothing mouth RAMMED by the silver-bladed harpoon 

-- SLAMS back, impaled to a road sign indicating L.A.   

Vamp Cop turns into a bat pinned like a butterfly -- EXPLODES 

into flapping shreds of fire. 

EXT./INT. BLACK JEEP - FREEWAY INTO HEART OF L.A. - NIGHT 

Helen drives intensely, as Diana hugs, checks her Baby is okay. 

Fang rides up on his Harley with the coffin sidecar, eyes the 

remains of the Vamp Cop bat exploded on the sign, views the 

city glittering down the freeway. 

FANG 

I’ll get my son, for my god. 

His fangs grow, his face demonic.  He shouts over his shoulder-- 

FANG 

Spread our contagion --  Make every human 

in L.A. turn into our breed! 

The horde of battle-torn Vampire Bikers and black semi-trailers 

with blood-lusting fiends, RUMBLES up, flashes past, toward L.A. 

Fang leads, standing on his Harley, arms out, eyes gleaming red-- 
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FANG 

I will be the New Lord incarnate! 

EXT. BLACK JEEP - FREEWAY EMERGENCY LANE - NIGHT 

Diana unloads weapons, prepares to face the onslaught alone. 

DIANA 

Take my child.  Leave with the Jeep. 

Helen shakes her head no, pulls Diana who tugs free. 

DIANA 

Drive my child to safety -- cop station, 

next off-ramp.  Now.  Please!  It’s my 

son’s only chance to survive! 

Helen reluctantly agrees, accepts Diana’s journal recorder. 

DIANA 

If I don’t make it... make the cops listen  

to my evidence of the Bikers’ murders. 

The black Jeep rushes down the freeway.   

INT. BLACK JEEP - NIGHT 

Helen drives with tears in her eyes.  In the rearview mirror, 

Diana recedes, standing brave and alone on the highway. 

Strapped in the passenger seat is an empty ammo crate containing 

straw and wrapped in a blanket, Diana’s innocently sleeping Baby. 

EXT. FREEWAY INTO HEART OF L.A. - CONVOY - NIGHT  

A THUNDERING horde of black silhouettes appears on the horizon. 

Diana stands grim, gashed and torn, but resolute like a lone 

Occult Road Warrior strapped with her last weapons. 

BLARING black semi-trailers loom huge oncoming grills.  Claws 

bristle through the treads of the ROARING Vampire Biker 

Harleys RUMBLING closer, led by Fang Hell-bent on his Harley.   

Nothing stands between them and the sprawl of L.A. but the 

lone Diana.  Fang’s demonic eyes morph into hers. 

She steps into the middle of the freeway, quiet for a moment. 
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INT. BLACK JEEP - NIGHT 

Helen holds Diana’s recorder in hand, tearfully listens... 

DIANA  (VO - RECORDER) 

Los Angeles... a city of fallen angels... 

ready for slaughter. 

EXT. FREEWAY INTO HEART OF L.A. - CONVOY - NIGHT 

The convoy ROARS past in a side view on the freeway, Bikers 

and semi-trailers repeatedly flashing by --    

DIANA  (VO - RECORDER) 

Once they reach L.A., they’ll transform 

the whole city into a sprawling riot of 

bloodsuckers, one huge bloodbath of 

rapacious Vampires who’ll spread like a 

plague across America. 

Fang and his horde of Vampire Bikers ROAR closer, demonic --  

Diana stands alone. 

DIANA  (VO - RECORDER) 

Who the Hell do I think I am?  Just one 

woman, alone, to stop a plague of Demons?  

She suddenly cramps, grips herself with crossed arms. 

DIANA  (VO - RECORDER) 

Without my drugs, don’t have much time...  

Fangs start to grow in her mouth, puncture her lower lip. 

DIANA  (VO - RECORDER) 

Before I, Diana Van Helsing, will die... 

to transform, join them, for eternity. 

Led by Fang, the convoy horde ROARS closer and closer...   

DIANA  (VO - RECORDER) 

Can you kill Bikers... who’re already dead? 

She checks the occult weapons strapped to her, kicks open the 

chest of weapons from her Jeep.  Narrows her eyes. 

DIANA  (VO - RECORDER) 

I’ve got nothing better to do. 
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Diana raises an occult bazooka, loads a silver stake missile 

packed with silver crucifixes and C2 explosives.   

The missile BLASTS through our eyes --  Fang and his lead 

Vampire Bikers SWERVE --  The missile IMPACTS the first semi-

trailer vertically jackknifing in a HUMUNGOUS FLAMING EXPLOSION 

glittering with silver crucifixes BLASTING airborne Vampires. 

Gelt’s face GRINDS pavement, the barbed wire bandana round his 

skull SPARKING with shrapnel silver crucifixes. 

Fang lies motionless under his overturned Harley coffin sidecar. 

But out of the cloud of dust and debris, something comes 

RUMBLING out... big Vampire Biker Wrench on his terror trike. 

Fired from her short BAZOOKA, a wooden stake PLOWS into his gut. 

Bloody 3D gut globules hurl into our faces -- Wrench slow motion 

flipping back off his three-wheeled Harley which IMPACTS, 

EXPLODES against the cement side of an...   

EXT. OVERPASS - GAS STATION - SERVICE ROAD - NIGHT 

Wrench rises out of the wreckage scattered in the gas station. 

Gripping the stake in his gut, his skeleton fucked up in so many 

places, he CROCKS broken bones and joints back into place -- 

WRENCH 

Trash my trike ’n’ me?!  I’ma fuck you up. 

DIANA 

(reloading her stake bazooka) 

No.  I’m the fucker.  You’re the fuckee. 

Missing a foot, his mashed ankle stomps pavement.  Wrench 

stumbles, falls onto his face, his weight pushing the stake out 

more through his back... close to one of the gas pumps. 

DIANA 

Any last requests?   

Wrench looks wide-eyed at the gas pump that’s drenching him.  

Looks back up at Diana gripping the pump handle.   

DIANA 

I figured you’d like some high octane. 
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He fang clenches his ever unlit cigar butt. 

DIANA 

Why’d you never light that thing? 

WRENCH 

Wanting to quit is a bitch... Bitch! 

She pulls a skull-bone shaped lighter out of his vest pocket. 

DIANA 

Yeah, smoking can kill ya.  Bitch. 

Wrench angrily snarls, fangs clenched.  Diana walks away.  

Flicks his lighter over her shoulder.  A stream of gas 

ignites, flares.  KA-BOOM!! 

DIANA 

Now you quit. 

Fang the Master Vampire appears before the wall of flames. 

FANG 

You can’t wipe us out. 

Diana stands firm, the lights of L.A. glittering behind her. 

DIANA 

You’re the epidemic. 

(aims her stake bazooka) 

And I’m the cure. 

FANG 

You’re one of us. 

His eyes are hypnotic.  She’s drawn to him... drops her weapon. 

DIANA 

You know... what’s really at stake?   

(closer) 

You. 

She raises her ultimate weapon -- the hi-tech Lightning Stake.  

Lightning flashes from the Heavens, shoot through street pole 

transformers, hit the stake, blast into Fang’s chest --   
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His body arches, ELECTROCUTES, scorches, trapped in the force 

field the Lightening Stake emanates.  Jolting, Diana grimace-

grips the Stake with her tec glove heating up -- 

Fang drops back smoldering onto the pavement.  She stands over 

him, about to plant the Stake deep into his heart...   

He opens his eyes, almost looks human with a look of love for 

her.  A tear slowly glistens down his scorched face. 

FANG 

Do it.  Free me...  You can’t. 

DIANA 

(deadlocked with internal struggle) 

I know... 

And for a moment, it looks like she can’t do it.   

His eyes are deep pools of hypnotic desire... that draw her... 

DIANA  (VO - RECORDER) 

There’s a part of me, in my blood,  

that craves to say...  

Diana lowers to kneel close to him, reaches to caress him. 

DIANA 

... I love you.  

He smiles as if a deep doubt was cleared.  His hand takes hers. 

FANG 

Then be my bride.  Forever. 

His eyes glow Hellish red, his claws clasp the air --  

DIANA 

I want you to know... I thought about it. 

He bares his Hell-evil bloody fangs.   

DIANA 

In the name of the father... of my 

child... 

As much as it hurts her, she RAMS the Lightening Stake right 

down into his heart -- 
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The universe SPLITS OPEN with LIGHTNING BOLTS that shoot down 

from the Heavens BLINDING WHITE, the Stake plunging into the 

heart of darkness and deepest evil -- 

His and her souls SHRIEK OUT, expanding, intertwining, clashing-- 

Fang’s pushed down through the pavement as if by a jackhammer, 

into an opening crack of deepest darkest Oblivion -- 

He emanates a force gripping her, pulling her to descend into 

dark Hell with him -- 

She SCREAMS like she’s losing her soul, her hair blown, writhing.  

But she retains her grip in the phantasmic electrical storm where 

the fabric of good and evil universes is being torn apart in a 

converging galactic contortion of matter and anti-matter! 

Flames ROAR out of the crevice in the pavement -- ROAR through 

Fang’s chest BLASTING open, out his open mouth -- 

Diana walks away from the walls of flame billowing across the 

highway...  Survivor of a nuclear holocaust. 

She stands there, firm, singed clothes torn, hair surging.   

She starts walking past a sign: “Welcome to L.A.” 

With an up-from-under-look, her slight slow smile reveals the 

points of two fangs. 

She SHRIEKS.  The fangs suddenly bite into our eyes. 

Black. 

FANG  (VO) 

I’ll wait for you.  I’ll savor you.  

You’re mine. 

Dreamy flashes of handsome, hypnotic eyes... sensuous skin on 

skin, an eerie tongue, fang tips... two hearts pumping 

blood... a BLAST of FLAMES... 

EXT. MOUNTAIN ROAD - CALIFORNIA - DAY 

Ground tremor.  A ragged BLACK SHADOW emerges from a crack in 

the dark ground, rushes a black Jeep...  Helen swerves, 

crashes by the San Andreas Fault.   
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Helen’s knocked out.  Blood streams down her forehead.  The 

Baby next to her absorbs the Black Shadow... SNARLS, grows 

fast, looks like Fang. 

INT. MOTEL - NIGHT 

Diana’s eyes snap open, in terror.   

DIANA 

Where’s my son? 

She grips a silver cross like a dagger... after a new horror. 

DIANA 

Momma’s coming. 

The ROAR of a lone motorcycle fades into the black night. 

FADE OUT. 

 

Music:  Cowboy Junkies smooth and sexy female singing  

of Patsy Cline’s “Walkin’ After Midnight  

(Searching for You)”... 

Sensuously soulful, haunting. 

 

See in the dark shadows, the stirrings of a sequel:   Diana as a young mother now must search for 
her errant child who’s become a new Vampiric threat, who incorporates and is genetically more 

dangerous than his father, Fang, howling in Hell. 
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